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Headlines

TSO proposes
increasing
student
activity fees
A larger budget could offer
more opportunities for
programming

Mourdock
Campaigning

KARA HACKETT

Indiana senatorial candidate Richard
Mourdock made a stop in Marion Tuesday,
clarifying some recent comments. Read
more on page 3.

MANAGING EDITOR

Educational Tech
Technology has become a critical component of U.S. classrooms. Many teachers are
excited about this change, but some are
concerned about tech dependence. Read
more on page 5.

Political Spotlight
Campaign ads have taken over, but many
do not stop to think about the families of
these candidates. Freshman Caitie Yoder
shares her story as the daughter of a state
senator. Read more on page 9.

Scary Good
photograph by John Fowler

The 1 World Trade Center, in the midst of construction, braves hurricane Sandy Monday evening.

Taylor alumni affected by Hurricane
JON STROSHINE
NEWS EDITOR

Artists Kishi Bashi and Tall Tall Trees
entertained students with unconventional playing techniques and original
songs at Tuesday’s IFC concert. Read
more on page 8.

Benghazi Blame Game
Republicans and Democrats love to argue
over who is responsible for the recent
Libya attack that killed a U.S. ambassador.
Learn about the buzz around the Benghazi bungle. Read more on page 4.

Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY

High: 47°
Low: 33°

SATURDAY
High: 43°
Low: 31°

SUNDAY
High: 43°
Low: 28°
FULL 7 DAY FORECAST ON PAGE 3
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The morning of Monday, Oct. 29, John
Fowler went for a run along the East River in New York City. It was a fairly normal
morning. No one he saw seemed to be
panicking.
It was the calm before the storm.
Hurricane Sandy slammed New York
and much of the U.S. Northeast Monday evening with heavy winds and rainfall, carving a path of destruction which
those on the East Coast may be cleaning
up for quite some time.
“I’ve been in a hurricane before, but I’ve
never seen anything do this,” Fowler said.
“Literally, I got lifted up off of my feet.”
Fowler, a 2011 Taylor alum, was swept
off the ground by a strong gust of wind
Monday afternoon while in downtown
New York City. Although his Manhattan
apartment lost electrical power Monday,
as did large sections of New York City, he
says that the people were prepared.
“Everybody knew exactly what to

do, everybody
made note of
what
evacuation zone they
were in,” Fowler
said.
“People
haven’t
been
panicking.”
photograph by John Fowler
Fowler was
A view of the Williamsburg Bridge in New York Monday morning
one of many in
the Taylor family
affected by the harsh weather. Two of the cellations at first, but with the damage
states hit hardest by the storm, New York to the city and the lack of the electricity,
and New Jersey, are home to 329 and 311 they are getting a little down,” Armstrong
alumni, respectively, according to Tay- said in an email, as she lacks cell phone
lor’s Associate Vice President for Alumni service due to storm damage. “(It’s) difficult with the students because there is
& Parent Relations Brent Rudin.
Another of the New York residents af- nothing open and nothing to do except
fected is 2008 grad Sharde Armstrong, a wait for the power to be restored.”
Others have been indirectly affected,
third-year law student at New York University. Classes at NYU this week were
called off due to the storm.
“Everyone was pleased at the class canCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Missions over Spring Break
Taylor offers lots of chances for serving both domestic and abroad
KATY BACKODE
STAF F WRI T T E R

Junior Kendra Jensen was struck by the
generosity of people she meet on her
Taylor Spring Break trip to Guatemala in
2011.
“They were so welcoming, even though
they had nothing else to offer other than
their friendship and story,” Jensen said.
“Even though they had so little, they were
so thankful for everything that God has
given them.”
Applications for Spring Break Missions
2013 were made available Oct. 29 and
will be open until Nov. 14. This year, there
are 10 opportunities sponsored by Taylor
World Outreach ranging from repeat
trips like Daytona Beach, the Dominican

“It ignites something in your
heart and gives you a fresh
outlook of living for the Lord”
Republic, Grant County, Indianapolis,
Honduras, and El Salvador to new ones
including Atlanta, Memphis, Mexico,
and Spain.
The new trips offer a variety of fresh
opportunities. The Atlanta trip allows
for the team to work alongside Global
Frontier Missions and work with foreign
refugees. The Memphis trip will work

with Service Over Self to rebuild houses
of families in need. The team for the
Mexico trip will focus on ministering in
children’s homes in impoverished communities, while the Spain trip will be
working through L’Arcada and putting
on vacation Bible schools, work projects,
drama, and more.
Students are encouraged to spend
time in prayer throughout the application process. “Apply and begin to pray.
Pray before you apply. Pray while you fill
out your application, pray after you submit it, and see what God wants to do with
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

As director of Intercultural Programs, Cecilia
Macias is the “proud mama” of seven student
organizations.
Her clubs host events, such as Boxes and
Walls, to help students understand minorities.
Macias has ideas for other ways to inspire
dialogue about diversity on campus, but her
office has a tight budget.
“There’s so many things I feel like we
can’t do because there’s not enough money,”
Macias said.
And she’s not alone.
Across campus Taylor’s clubs and organizations struggle to serve students on limited
funds.
That’s why Taylor Student Organization
(TSO) is creating a proposal to increase student activity fees or find ways to reallocate
funds from campus cable to campus clubs.
Student Body Secretary Austin Sisson
says although increasing Taylor’s student
fees sounds like TSO asking for more money,
the goal of the initiative is to provide money
for campus clubs that multiplied faster than
the student fees funding them.
Student Body President Aaron Milauskas, Vice President
Kirsten Sobol and
“There’s so
the executive cabimany things
net began considering the initiative in
I feel like we
September when
can’t do
they realized Taylor’s student activity
because
fee of $73 per year is
there’s not
the second lowest
of 12 comparable
enough
institutions they
money.”
surveyed. Wheaton
College has the lowest fee at $22.92 per year, and Gordon College
has the highest fee at $1,240 per year.
On top of that, Taylor’s student activity
fees have increased fewer than $10 since 2005,
rising only $3 since 2008.
Milauskas and Sobol say understanding
the need for increasing Taylor’s student fees
begins with understanding how these fees
are used.
Each year all 1,875 students on campus
pay a set rate for student activity fees used
to fund outreach programs, residence life
and TSO — groups that hosts events for the
student body.
This year the rate is $73, which amasses to
about $136,875.
Macias’s Office of Intercultural Programs
(OIP) is one group TSO funds with student
fees.
A portion of the fees also goes to Student
Senate who allocates it among less university-oriented clubs, such as Lacrosse.
The most problematic area of the current
student fees budget is that one-sixth of it
(more than $22,000) funds campus cable —
a resource recent TSO surveys show only
about 46.3 percent of students use. Of that
percentage, only about 13.1 percent watch
more than 3 hours of cable per week.
Milauskas says TSO hopes to renegotiate
a deal with Taylor’s cable provider, the Dish
Network’s commercial services, so Taylor
can be refunded for the cable students didn’t
use this year.
Associate Director of Client & Media Services Jon Ochs says he’s seen a 50 percent
decline in television use in student rooms
during the past 5-8 years.
But Ochs has negotiated with Dish 		
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

“I’m fighting for (money for my students)
because I know they are going to do good
things with it.”

NEWS

TSO PROPOSES INCREASING STUDENT
ACTIVITY FEES
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Long road ahead for
Sandy-battered areas
nbcnews.com

Disney to make new ‘Star Wars’
films, buy Lucas co
The Associated Press

SANDY CONTINUED

such as Professor of History Alan Winquist,
who owns a house in Queens, a borough of
New York City.
Winquist made a trip to that house last
weekend to prepare for the storm, and has
received word that it suffered only minor
damage.
“New Yorkers are a pretty resilient bunch.
There are a lot of crises that happen in
New York all the time,” Winquist said. “But
I think this storm has really kind of traumatized people.”
One Taylor alum who suffered more
substantial damage was Bob Wynkoop
(’68), who lives in Beach Haven, N.J.
Wynkoop and his wife, Priscilla, left for
South Bend, Ind., where their son lives, on

MISSIONS CONTINUED

it,” said Erika Mortland, who has lead
the Daytona Beach trip for the past
seven years. She and her husband,
Steve Mortland, Vice President for Enrollment Management and Marketing,
will also lead this year’s team.
According to Spring Break Missions
Graduate Assistant Amanda Steinbeck, one compelling reason to apply
for spring break trips is that the trips
serve as a means to fulfill the Great
Commission and make disciples of all
nations.
Within the application there are opportunities to rank the destinations
based on interest and to discuss the
applicant’s specific and unique skills
and talents, and how those would
mesh with the ministry of choice.
Many students have not participated
with the specific ministry before, so
passion for the specific type of ministry is also considered in the selection
process.
Once applications are in, the trip
team leaders look through the applications, and choose their team. Generally, trips that have received the most
applications have their teams chosen
first. Afterward, those applicants who
did not receive their first choice will
automatically have their application
defaulted to their next trip of choice.
Teams are aimed to have a balance of
both gender and age.
If any applicants are unsure of
TSO CONTINUED

Network in the past about allowing
Taylor to only pay for the cable students use, and he says Taylor’s current
cable infrastructure makes it “very difficult and not cost effective” to single
out locations where cable is being
used.
Former Student Body President
Reid Hutchison (’12) began monitoring campus cable use last year as part
of his stewardship platform.
Director of Student Programs Steve
Austin says campus cable and student
fees are among TSO’s top priorities
this year.
And saving money on cable would
mean more funds for clubs, Milauskas
says.
Among the organizations eligible
for funding is Macias’s OIP, which
includes MuKappa, Gospel Choir,
International Student Services, Latino
Student Union, Black Student Union,

“It’s only a thing, it’s
property,” Wynkoop said.
“One day I’m gonna die,
and everybody’s gonna
put all my stuff away
anyhow.”
Sunday morning. A friend of theirs who
stayed behind in N.J. told them their garage was seriously damaged.
Wynkoop was glad to avoid a worse fate.
“It’s only a thing, it’s property,” Wynkoop
said. “One day I’m gonna die, and everybody’s gonna put all my stuff away anyhow.”

what trips to apply for, Steinbeck and
Spring Break Missions co-leaders
Chandon Leckron and Lindsay Emery
are willing to meet with the applicant
to give more detailed information.
Trips are chosen for a variety of
reasons. Some trips are repeated as
a result of preexisting relationships
with ministries, others have been recommended by students, such as the
new Atlanta trip.
Applicants have the opportunity
to aid local businesses, work at soup
kitchens, do beach evangelism, working with refugees and more. More information on these trips is available
at the one of the mandatory meetings
for applicants. The next one is Nov. 8
at 9:30 p.m., and the other one was
Tuesday.
“It ignites something in your heart
and gives you a fresh outlook of living
for the Lord . . . something you don’t
do everyday,” Mortland said. “You
have very little distraction for the
week . . . the takeaway is what God
wants to do with that.”
Jensen remembers how she learned
of God’s love, regardless of circumstance.
“I thought that I would be going into
(the Guatemalans’) homes to show
them a glimpse of God’s love, but
then I realized that they were pouring
God’s love on me.”
For any questions email springbreak@taylor.edu.

Middle East Collegiate Association
and Asian Society for Intercultural
Awareness.
For the past two years, Macias has
been given $750 to allocate to each
club she oversees.
But when it comes to hosting interactive events all year, $750 doesn’t go
far, Macias says.
The foam walls for Boxes and Walls
on Oct. 26-27 cost $800 alone.
Macias says the only way the OIP
was able to afford the event was by
dipping into their grant to celebrate
Martin Luther King Day.
And the event succeeded because
students in the clubs care.
“I’m fighting for (money for my students) because I know they are going
to do good things with it,” Macias said.

3 more deaths from meningitis
outbreak linked to injections
foxnews.com

Storm barrels through region,
leaving destructive path
nytimes.com

Further down the coast, a group of 49 ter made several Facebook posts about it.
Sandy hit the Bahamas starting last Frialumni, according to Rudin, lives in the
Washington, D.C. area, which felt the ef- day, cancelling classes and work for many,
and piling sand onto the roadways, acfects of the storm less severely.
Among that group is Jessica Rogers (’08), cording to Bain.
“It’s a chore,” Bain said of cleaning up.
who lives in Arlington, Va, just south of the
“My parents called and (said) everything is
capital city.
Rogers first heard of the storm through good, but cleaning up (is a) horrible thing.”
The effects throughout much of the
social media. Her friend was vacationing in Jamaica last week, and Rogers saw Caribbean have been staggering, and last
some of her pictures of a hurricane on the Friday The Associated Press reported 43
deaths in the region.
image-sharing site Instagram.
The United States has seen its share of
“My biggest impression on the whole
thing is just kind of the power of informa- damage as well. With such widespread
tion using Twitter and social media,” Rog- destruction, both Romney and Obama
ers said. “That’s just a calming thing when stopped their campaigning for a few days
this week.
you can see what other people are doing.”
Taylor Professor of Political Science SteSophomore Jason Bain also heard of the
storm through social media when his sis- phen King theorized that the event might

Obama and Romney blaze across
the campaign trail
nydailynews.com

actually increase voter turnout.
“This might actually be a rallying point
for people to say, let’s not let the devastation of the hurricane keep us down,” King
said. “Let’s go forward and show that we
have perseverance and that we want to
do the right thing, which is, let’s go to the
polls on November 6, and let’s vote.”
Although Sandy may affect this fall’s political races, it has certainly affected the
lives of many Americans.
The storm is responsible for killing 50
people, cutting off electrical power for
millions, and an approximated $20 billion
price tag in damages, according to The
Wall Street Journal.
“It’s a great opportunity for our alumni to
be servant leaders . . . to give the hope to
those who have no hope,” Rudin said.

THANK YOU

TAYLOR COMMUNITY
. . . Thank you for the JOY-FILLED and INSPIRING moments we all experienced at the
dedication of the Euler Science Complex! It was a God Honoring Event. We all PRAISE
HIM for what He has done!!
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To our Faculty and Staff of the School of Natural and Applied Science, past and
present, for your persistent vision for the future of science at Taylor. Without that vision
and hard work there would be no Euler Science Complex.
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To all who helped with the planning, design, construction, landscaping, equipping,
furnishing and decorating. It is stunningly beautiful!
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To the many donors who helped provide the financial resources to make the Euler
Science Complex a reality. You gave… as Unto the Lord for His Work. We appreciate
your love and trust.
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To the Board of Trustees of Taylor University who believed not only in the need for
such a facility, but also had the faith to act, believing God would provide. God heard your
prayers.
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To our GIFTED STUDENTS that always honor us with your presence on our campus.
You are the ones that helped us to grow out of our space, as you followed the leading of
God’s call on your life to make a difference in the world through the sciences.
WE SAY THANK YOU !!!
. . . To EACH of you who made the DEDICATION CELEBRATION A TREASURED
MEMORY! Each one of you used your special God-Given gifts to make the day a day of
Praise and Honor as we CELEBRATED the GOODNESS of the LORD TOGETHER . . . as a
TAYLOR FAMILY!
WITH HANDS HELD HIGH and VOICES SINGING into the heavens, WE KNOW GOD
and His Great cloud of witness heard our PRAISE.
WE SAY THANK YOU . . . Taylor University faculty, staff, students and our Town of Upland
community for the joy of locking arms and hearts together to make this beautiful Euler
Science Complex a reality.
TO GOD BE THE GLORY

Go Deeper: Contact your student
senate representative with your
opinions about campus cable usage
and student fees.

Gene and Marylou Habecker

In The Loop
Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

M A R I O N PH I L H A R M O N I C
O R C H E ST R A R E C E P T I O N
7:30 p.m., Rediger

C OM MU N I T Y
8 p.m., Rediger

BU S I N E S S A S
MISSIONS SEMINAR
7:30 p.m., Ayres 215

P O ST- E L E C T I O N
C OM MU N I O N
6 p.m.

M E C A EV E N T : D A O U D
N A S S A R S PE A K I N G
7 p.m., Rediger

W O W D O C UM E N TA RY
9:15 p.m., Rediger

WOW MISSION REP
EV E N T S
7:30 p.m., Sammy, Wengatz,
English and Olson lobbies

Thursday
PH I L O S O PHY
C O L L O Q U I UM
3:30 p.m., Ayres 215
E MM AU S M I N I ST R I E S
PR E S E N TAT I O N
7:30 p.m., Rediger

LOCAL

“I’m talking to people about what’s happening
with the economy. Whether or not we’ll have
that 51st vote to repeal Obamacare, and what
it will mean to get the nation moving again.”

MURDOCK CAMPAIGN STOPS
IN MARION
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Christmastime of yesteryear

Celebrating the holidays at the Wilson-Vaughan Hostess House
KATELYN S. IRONS
C O PY ED I TO R AND STAFF WRI TER

Photographs contributed by Debbie Garrison

The Wilson-Vaughan Hostess House is open for holiday events as well as lunch.

The historic Wilson-Vaughan Hostess
House will be open this Sunday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. for the holidays. People
are invited to step into the past and into
Christmastime of yesteryear. A buffet will
be served from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The house itself was built in 1912 at 732
W. Fourth St. in Marion, commissioned by
J. Wood Wilson, a wealthy businessman
from Kentucky, as a gift to his new bride,
Lilian Pampell. The house was furnished
with items the newlyweds bought while
traveling to Italy, France and Asia.
The romance ended just a few years later,
in 1916, when Wilson passed away. Lilian
remarried and returned to the house in
1928 until her death. The house was abandoned in 1940 and soon fell into disrepair.

“Anything done to
the house is done by
donations or grants.
. . . Any repairs, that’s
how you get it done.”
“Anything done to the house is done by
donations or grants. . . . Any repairs, that’s
how you get it done.” said Debbie Garrison,
Manager at Hostess House. The house has
been completely renovated and is now
listed on the National Historic Register.
During the Wilsons’ years together,
fancy parties and cultural events like musicals and poetry readings were common.

Mourdock campaign makes a
stop in Marion

Lightrider
holds arts and
crafts festival

Republican senatorial candidate campaigns at Tree of Life
LUCAS SWEITZER 		

Second annual fest promotes		
local creativity

OPINIONS EDITOR

U.S. Senate candidate Richard Mourdock stopped in
Marion this past Tuesday, part of a final push in his
campaign that was recently set back after the final
Indiana senatorial debate.
The current state treasurer was showing a small
lead over his opponent Joe Donnelly until Mourdock’s now infamous comment last week during
a debate. When asked to clarify his pro-life position even in cases of rape and incest, Mourdock
stated that pregnancy from rape is “something God
intended to happen.”
Since that comment, two Indiana senate polls
have been released, one showing Donnelly with a
small advantage and another showing the two candidates even, the difference within the margin of error.
Mourdock held a small event at the Tree of Life
bookstore, 3700 S. Western Ave., and many expressed
support for Mourdock, including his remarks about

KELLY HELTON
CONTRIBUTOR

Photograph contributed by Lightrider Gray Barn

The Lightrider Gray Barn will hold many vendors selling arts and crafts,
mostly from the Upland area.

“It’s time to take the Indiana
approach where we live
within our means, where
we’re responsible with the
people’s money.

photograph courtesy of The Indiana State House

State Treasurer Richard Mourdock clarifies a comment he made about his pro-life stance
at the Indiana Senatorial Debate.

futures and we know what we’ve done in the last four
years has been a dismal failure. It’s time to take the
Indiana approach where we live within our means,
where we’re responsible with the people’s money.”
his pro-life stance at the debate.
Although it was widely believed the senate seat
In his speech during the campaign stop, Mourdock called the fallout from his comment a “bump Mourdock is currently contesting was safe in the
in the road.” Mourdock started campaigning in hand of current Senator Richard Lugar, Mourdock
Lebanon early Tuesday morning and made his way defeated Lugar in the primary, forcing his retirement.
across Indiana, visiting supporters all the way up to Since then, Mourdock has made several statements
Fort Wayne by the evening. He said that his political that have made the outcome of the senatorial race
ideology was certainly conservative, but more than much harder to predict.
Mourdock was under much heat early in the camjust conservatives should find appeal in his plan.
“Moderates and liberals want their kids to have paign about how he plans to work with Democrats
jobs,” Mourdock said. “[They] want them to have after being elected to the Senate. When asked, he

Forecast
Weekly

South Bend

Indiana
Weather
Today

claimed “I certainly think bipartisanship ought to
consist of Democrats coming to the Republican point
of view.”
Also during the visit, Mourdock talked about
his own plan for balancing the budget, and connected Donnelly to the records of President Barack
Obama and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. Ultimately,
though his social comments have left some nervous,
Mourdock says this is a budget election.
“I’m talking to people about what’s happening
with the economy,” Mourdock said. “Whether or not
we’ll have that 51st vote to repeal Obamacare, and
what it will mean to get the nation moving again.”

Today In History
1946 - A heavy wet snow began to cover the Southern Rockies. Up to three feet of snow blanketed
the mountains of New Mexico, and a 31 inch snow at Denver, Colo. caused roofs to collapse.
1966 - A storm brought 18 inches of snow to Celia, Ky. in 24 hours. It tied the state 24 hour snowfall
record first established at Bowling Green.
1961 - The temperature at Atlanta, Ga. reached 84 degrees to establish a record for November.
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Now the house hosts these events for local
reception, parties and meetings.
The house is decorated for Christmas
parties each year, and they hold this event
to make it open to the public. A boutique
on the premises is a favorite destination for
Christmas shopping, said Garrison.
The house also is a host to style shows
in the fall and spring. The next event is
Nov. 13, which will display clothes from a
designer in Kokomo, Ind. over a luncheon.
Reservations are necessary.
The Wilson-Vaughan Hostess House is
open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
serves lunch from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., excluding holidays. The boutique is open during
lunch hours.

43° 28°

44° 27°

44° 34°

48° 35°

48° 37°

When Susan Ancil started the Holiday Arts and Crafts
Fest last year, she envisioned an event that could promote local vendors in Marion while also providing a
service to the community. Now the festival is back tomorrow at the Lightrider Gray Barn.
According to Ancil, the idea was developed from a
previous event she’d been involved in.
“I like to do craft shows in the fall,” Ancil said. “I had
done one in the town of Fairmount …, [and] I thought
that Upland needed something like this. We had not had
a holiday craft show for years.”
With the help of the SEG-way News, Ancil was able to
find vendors and promote the event. From start to finish,
the entire event was conceived and put together in less
than a month.
The festival will begin
“We have a nice
at 9 a.m. at the Lightrider Gray Barn, located
mix of products.
at 68 S. Second St. Many
Any of these
small items will be for
sale, and most items are
things can be
handmade. Among the
used for gifts.
items sold will be handbags, jewelry, greeting
The response
cards and herbal prodfrom the comucts. Lindsay Crawford
of Upland is one of the
munity was just
vendors selling wares.
excellent last
“It’s a great community
event,” Crawford said.
year, and that’s
“Pretty much everybody
what I’m hoping
can get a heard start on
their Christmas shopping
for this year.”
lists.”
Although Crawford is
an Upland native, a few of the vendors aren’t. According
to Ancil, only three or four of the 24 vendors represented
at the festival aren’t from Upland.
“We have a nice mix of products,” Ancil said. “Any of
these things can be used for gifts. The response from the
community was just excellent last year, and that’s what
I’m hoping for this year.”
Many of the vendors present will have business cards
available, hopefully increasing the opportunity to get
more future business. Ancil says this focus on promoting
local business is central to the event.
Also included in the day’s festivities are the Lightrider
Coffee Bar, which serves hot drinks all day, and a light
lunch from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. Debby Manganello, who is
a part of the Lightrider ministry, will have an information
table for the Gray Barn to introduce attendees of the Arts
and Crafts Fest to the ministry.
After seeing the support of the Upland community
for the vendors last year, Ancil hopes for an equal, if not
larger turnout.
“If you don’t go, you’ll miss something special,” she said.

W

“We must listen sincerely to the voices calling for the utmost priority to
be accorded to disaster area reconstruction.”

RLD

BEHIND THE TIMES

BUNGLING
BENGHAZI

REDUCING RADIATION
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THE STRENGTH OF A CHILD

What you didn’t know about the
terrorist attack in Libya, out in the
open and under the microscope.
KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR

Let’s talk about Libya.
Networks are still buzzing about the vicious attacks
on the American consulate
in Benghazi. You’ve probably seen some headlines
about it. And you undoubtedly know the attack
resulted in the death of U.S.
Ambassador Chris Stevens.
It seems everyone can
agree on the fact that the
ambassador was killed, and
that his death was a tragedy.
But from there, the details
of the story gets a little fuzzy.
Not only that, but there are
so many opinions swirling
around accounts of the incident that we hardly know
where to look first.
Or who to believe, for that
matter.
Some analysts claim
the whole fiasco is a cover
up for what is the Obama
Administration’s biggest
foreign policy faux pas. The
Obama camp, on the other
hand, insists it didn’t bungle
Benghazi. The latest statements from the administration state that there wasn’t
enough information about
the Libya attack to merit
any defensive action.
In the meantime, we continue to sit here and wonder
just one thing.
If both the analysts
and the politicians would
sit down and be quiet for
just a few moments, what
would the facts say about
what really happened in
Libya? Was it an inside
job? An outside job? An
outside job meant to cover
up an inside job?
There’s no time like the
present to find out.
On Sept. 11, a group of
about 150 men dressed in traditional Islamic garb blocked
all Benghazi streets leading to
the U.S. consulate, according
to a report from CBS News.
The display was menacing,
bystanders later told The
Associated Press.
The attack itself was
staged as a protest, in which
demonstrators, combined
with heavily armed militants,
violently beat down the consulate guards, then set fire to
the compound, according to
CBS.
Stevens and three other
American officials were killed
as a result.
Now here’s where it gets
really interesting.
The day following the
attacks, the Obama Administration began to provide the
media with what turned into
a beautiful muddle of mixed
messages.
The story the administration touted was that the
Benghazi chaos resulted
from a spontaneous protest
against the offensive film,
“The Innocence of Muslims.”
But here’s the real kicker.
This media portrayal
followed reports (later
rel ea sed to th e pub lic) from both the U.S.
Embassy and the CIA Station Chief in Tripoli Libya,
that classified the incident as a planned militant
strike, according to CBS.
And that’s not all.
When emails were
released on Oct. 23 which
indicated the Obama
administration was aware
of the attacks before the

incident, criticism erupted
from Republican opposition,
according to CNN.
The most incriminating
email of the bunch, which
pointed to the Al-Qaedalinked terrorist group
Ansar al-Shariah as the
force behind the Benghazi
violence, is reported to have
circulated among several
federal offices, including the
FBI and the State Department, according to CNN.
Republican Senator John
McCain stated Oct. 24 that
the record of awareness
provided by this paper trail
points to the fact that the
Obama administration
neglected to act in order to
prevent the attacks, according to CNN.
Now can you see why the
topic of Libya has turned into
quite a shark tank for the
Obama campaign?
But as both presidential
candidates stew over the
questions about pre-attack
communication, and postattack action, the most
important details of the
Benghazi tragedy appear to
be forgotten.
Minnesota Supreme
Court Justice Paul H. Anderson, who was a good friend
of Stevens, is disturbed by
the ongoing political skirmish that serves to distract
from the real issue behind
the attack.
The fact that a U.S. hero
was brutally killed.
“ The stark reality is
that present-day Libya is
a very dangerous place,”
Anderson wrote in a blog
for The Huffington Post.
“Benghazi is particularly
dangerous. Benghazi was
the crucible for the revolt
against Gadhafi.”
Anderson also pointed out
that the U.S. officials will do no
good for foreign policy if they
continue pointing fingers.
And placing blame elsewhere.
“I have some suggestions
for those who seek to exploit
the Ambassador’s death for
political purposes,” Anderson
continued. “We all would be
better off if we returned to
the bygone ethic of past leaders who sought to unite our
nation on issues of foreign
policy, not divide it.”
Good advice, to be sure.
But the odds of officials
dropping their blame game
anytime soon doesn’t look
promising.
All hope for positive
action is not lost, however.
We onlookers might not
have direct influence over
the resolution of turmoil in
a place like Libya, but we can
do something to change the
situation.
Remember Chris Stevens and the others who
died in the attack, and
mourn for their families.
After all, regardless of
what, or who, caused the
Benghazi attacks, the end
result is still the same.
America and Libya lost an
important ally to the cause
of human rights. In that case,
it seems the least we can do
is honor the memory of our
slain ambassador.
And leave the finger-pointing for another day.

Malala Yousafzai recovers in a British hospital following her shooting.

Photograph provided by Reuters

Pakistani women protest the shooting of 15-year-old Malala Yousafzai.

Photograph provided by Reuters

CLAIRE HADLEY
W O RLD STAF F WRI TER

In early October, a 15-year-old Pakistani girl was shot in the head at point
blank range by Taliban insurgents.
But Malala Yousafzai survived, and
is now a beacon of hope for the world,
according to CNN. Malala was shot on
her way home from school on Oct. 9.
She was flown to Britain six days later,
according to CNN.
Doctors discovered that the bullet, which struck Malala’s left brow,
had lodged in her neck instead of
penetrating her skull, according to
the Guardian. And a report from the
BBC noted that the doctors in Birmingham said Malala is still weak
but stands every chance of making
a good recovery.
Th e Pa ki st a ni Ta li b a n , w hi c h
claimed responsibility for the shooting,
said it carried out the attack because
Malala was “promoting secularism,”
according to the BBC. CNN noted that

the Pakistani Taliban did not seem to
anticipate the level of condemnation
it would receive from the international
community.
Malala initially gained international
attention in 2009 by writing a blog
about her life as the Taliban gained a
foothold in her home region in northwest Pakistan near the border with
Afghanistan. She campaigned for the
rights of girls to have an education and
had written a diary for the BBC Urdu
service when the Pakistani Taliban controlled her home area of Swat in 2009,
according to the BBC.
Foreign Secretary William Hague
said Malala’s ordeal would inspire other
girls who were also fighting to get an
education, and he would continue to
champion their cause.
“Malala’s swift and full recovery is
our absolute priority but we are also
determined to do all we can to cham-

the world,” said the Guardian. Malik
also told CNN that she is a “symbol of
courage and determination” against
extremist ideology.”
Malik also called her “the pride of
Pakistan” and said “we would love her
to come back,” according to CNN.
“I assure to the world community that
when she goes back, we do have the
ability to protect her,” Malik told CNN.
The Pakistani minister said he will
set aside two cordons of police, one
“When she fell, Pakistan stood group of female officers and a contingent of male officers to surround the
and the world rose.”
Malala and her family.
Thousands of people in Pakistan
Rehman Malik, Pakistan’s interior and elsewhere have attended rallies
minister, said “the people of Pakistan and vigils honoring her courage and
have paid a high price from terror- praying for her recovery, according to
ism and extremism. We will stand CNN. Since the attack, the teenager has
by all those who, like Malala, are received thousands of goodwill mescourageously defending the rights sages from around the world, reported
of women, in Pakistan and around the BBC.

pion education for women and girls in
Pakistan,” Hague said in a report from
The Guardian.
“When she fell, Pakistan stood and
the world rose,” her father, Ziauddin
Yousafzai told the Guardian. “This is a
turning point. In Pakistan, for the first
time, all political parties, Urdus, Christians, Sikhs, all religions prayed for my
daughter. She is not just my daughter,
she is everybody’s daughter.”

Around the WOrld
Euro-Zone - A Northern Ireland
prison officer was gunned down
yesterday in a drive-by shooting,
according to The Associated
Press. This marks the first killing
of a prison guard on British soil
in nearly two decades.

Saudi Arabia - At least 25 people were killed Oct. 31 in a freak
accident at a village wedding in
Ain Badr, according to al-Jazeera.
Celebratory gunfire set off an
electric shock that resulted in
the death of multiple women
and children.
Uganda - Government officials
announced yesterday plans to
switch off all “fake” mobile phones
in the country until July 1, 2013,
according to the BBC. Thirty percent of East Africa’s mobile phones
are knock-offs of popular brands.

REDUCING

Russia - Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin is taking a break
from media spotlight following an injury incurred during a
publicity stunt that involved a
motorized hang-glider, according to The Associated Press.

China - A Chinese investment
corporation recently purchased
a 10 percent stake in the firm that
owns London’s Heathrow airport,
according to the BBC. The action
marks another development in
the UK’s business ties with China.

HIL ARIOUS
HEADLINES
ALIENS IN ANTARCTICA
An exploration of an
ancient, antarctic lake may
reveal possibilities for alien
life, according to a recent
report from the BBC.
A British environmental
project has scientists in a
tizzy over potential discovery of the origins and limits
of life on earth. Their claim
is that new knowledge
could clue us in with new
knowledge of extraterrestrial life.

PI GEO N S , PL ANES
AND PINGPONG BALLS
Security forces are cracking down on Beijing to
ensure the safety of the
coming Communist Party
congress, according to
The Associated Press.
E xtraordinar y measures include the banning
of pingpong balls that may
or may not carry seditious
messages. Also banned
are remote control planes
and carrier pigeons.

RADIATION
RACHEL VACHON

LIFE & TIMES EDITOR

Nineteen months after the devastating effects of the March 11,
2011, earthquake and tsunami,
recent findings have shown
that Japan spent reconstruction
money on unrelated projects,
according to The New York Times.
These pricey projects include
renovations to a Tokyo sports
stadium, protection to Japan’s
whaling fleet and construction of
roads in Okinawa, which is over
1,000 miles from the disaster area.
After the first audit, a separate
evaluation showed that a quarter
of the allocated money, which
was over $115 billion, would most
likely not help those affected by
the natural disaster, according to
The New York Times.
While the government defends
its actions by claiming these
improvements are intended to
boost the overall economy, the
discoveries have caused public
anger and led to a distrust of the
government.
“There have been various criticisms made regarding how the
budget for reconstruction has
been spent,” said Prime Minister
Yoshihiko Noda in a BBC News
article. “We must listen sincerely
to the voices calling for the
utmost priority to be accorded to
disaster area reconstruction. We
will properly provide allowances
for budget items that are truly
needed by the disaster-affected
areas and strictly narrow down
other items.”
Joining the financial concerns
are issues of nuclear radiation
and contamination.
There has been evidence that
radiation continues to leak into
the Pacific Ocean, as evidenced
by fish contaminated by radiation,
according to CNN.
While reports show the majority of fish caught in Japan do
not contain contamination dangerous to humans, those near
the plant are reported to have
cesium-134 and cesium-137. Both
are radioactive byproducts of the
plant’s melted reactors that may
be released by groundwater or
radioactive particles.

SCIENCE &TECH

“As technology continues to evolve and digital devices
become integral to the evolution of higher education,
it’s encouraging to see the positive impact on learning
outcomes as students utilize advanced devices . . . to
streamline and improve their learning environment.”

FROM CRAYONS TO DOODLE BUDDY

THE

GEEK
BRIEFS
‘A New Technology for a Sustainable
Future?’
In this week’s science seminar, Dr. Jay M.
Short, CEO of Ciris Energy in Centennial,
Colo., will discuss the interaction between
fossil fuel energy sources and renewable
sources of carbon, which could prove to
be “an important path forward” in the U.S.’s
energy future. Short will also address how
such developments affect governments
and the economy, considering the cost of
energy and limitations on available energy
resources.
Monday at 4 p.m. in Euler 109.
Microsoft ‘Evangelizes’ to Software
Developers
Microsoft kicked off a four-day developer’s conference called ‘Build’ on Tuesday
with more than 2,000 software developers in
attendance. In a tactic Microsoft calls “evangelism,” attendees received Surface tablets,
new Windows 8 phones and 100 gigabites of
free space in Microsoft’s cloud storage service. The company hopes to encourage the
developers to create apps for its new line of
phones and Surface tablet, which currently
lacks apps for Twitter and Facebook.
		 reut.rs/PpXPCB
Google Debuts Nexus 10 Tablet
Google presented its newest tablet model
on Monday at a press event in California.
The Nexus 10 tablets, produced in cooperation with Samsung, will release on Nov. 13
and start at $299. They are the first 10-inch
tablets Google has produced and represent
a direct aim at competing tablets from
Apple, Amazon and Microsoft, just ahead
of the holiday shopping season. Google also
announced a new song-matching feature
that will make users’ music libraries available online.
		 huff.to/RxXsEt
Zombie Planet Resurrected?
Scientists announced Wednesday the
rediscovery of Formalhaut b, a planet originally discovered in 2008. The planet was
thought to be the first discovered outside
the solar system using direct imaging in
visual light, as opposed to indirect detection methods. But its existence has been
questioned by scientists who believed it to
be a large clump of dust orbiting a star. Now
scientists looking through data from the
Hubble Telescope argue that the original
discovery of the planet was correct, though
some details were not accurate at the time.
		 bit.ly/QXPV1P
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FROM
CRAYONS
TO DOODLE
BUDDY
TECHNOLOGY USE CONTINUES TO
EXPAND IN THE CLASSROOM
KATELYN S. IRONS
C O PY ED I TO R AND STAF F WRI TER

DECISION 2012:
THE MOBILE ELECTION
DAVID ADAMS
S&T EDITOR

The presidential election of 2004 was known as the Internet
election, and election 2008 was called the social media election because the candidates relied on Facebook, Twitter and
other social networks for the first time.
This year, the presidential race has become known as the
“mobile election.”
President Obama and Governor Romney’s campaigns
“are sophisticated online campaigns that consider mobile
an essential element of what they are doing,” said Kate
Kaye, author of “Campaign ’08: A Turning Point for Digital
Media,” to CNN.
Kaye noted that Obama made headlines in 2008 when he
announced his selection of Joe Biden as his running made,
adding, “The last time around it was much more of a — well,
‘novelty’ might not be the right word. They were much more
in an experimental mode.”
But in 2012, mobile campaigning has become an accepted
norm. Both Obama and Romney have used mobile devices
extensively.
American Public Media’s Marketplace Campaign Trail project
reported the candidates were
using smartphones to increase
the effectiveness of canvassing
efforts. Elections have long featured door-to-door electioneering,
but in this election, canvassers
have used apps like FourSquare
to keep track of where they have
already been so that other canvassers do not cover the same territory.
Campaign workers can even report on the result of visiting each home — whether the voter seemed receptive to
their campaign’s message — as a means of gauging the
candidates’ popularity in particular geographic areas.
The campaigns use text messaging to organize their supporters and send messages about more sensitive issues only
to certain groups of voters, in what political scientists call
“dog whistle” politics.
“What they’re doing there is trying to reach persuadable
voters with micro targeting of very specific personalized
messages,” said Duke political science professor D. Sunshine
Hillygus to American Public Media.
Mobile donations to the campaigns through text messaging are growing, though this remains the least popular
method of giving money. Only 10 percent of voters who have
donated during this election season used text messaging,
according to the Pew Internet and American Life project.

Obama and Romney rely on voters’ use of smartphones,
apps and messaging to give them more information about
various demographics so they can fine tune their message
for particular voters, Politico reported. Both campaigns
keep track of social media trends and harvest information
from what voters say on Facebook and Twitter.
The candidates advertise through services like Pandora
Internet Radio, the dominant mobile radio service, because
it can target ads to specific ZIP codes and genders, among
other demographic groups, based on user registration information Pandora already has.
Although some consider mobile campaigning intrusive,
its effectiveness has been proven, according to American
Public Media.
“The experiments that have been done have found that
text messaging individuals on election day is actually quite
effective in bringing them to the polls,” Hillygus said.
The growth of smartphone and tablet usage only increases
the importance of mobile campaigning for the candidates.
Four years ago, only 10 percent
of Americans had smartphones,
Nielsen reported at the time. Now
nearly 55 percent of cellphone
owners — about 43 percent of all
Americans — use smart devices
over traditional cellphones.
Another example of mobile
prevalence is the iPad, which
did not exist when Obama was
elected four years ago. In the twoand-a-half years since their release, Apple has sold 100
million of the devices and expects to sell 100 million more
next year, according to tech news site ZD Net.
Pew’s Internet project states that 60 percent of American
adults have used social media to interact with candidates or
share political views, and 45 percent have used smartphone
apps to find political information in this election.
This represents a level of engagement that future candidates cannot easily ignore. There is already discussion
of what the next election could look like. One Republican
political consultant sees “individually targeted television
ads” as the next step in campaign tech, Politico reported.
But considering that politics and technology are equally
unpredictable, details of the next presidential race will
remain a mystery — at least until campaigning for election
2016 begins.

“What they’re doing there is
trying to reach persuadable
voters with micro targeting
of very specific personalized
messages.”

IPHONES GET OUT OF JAIL FREE
KYLE CARRUTHERS

C O PY ED I TO R AND STAF F WRI TER

IPhone users are now legally allowed to download apps
provided by third parties through a process called “jailbreaking.” This exemption from the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA) was proposed more than a year ago
and took effect Sunday by decision of Librarian of Congress
James H. Billington.
Jailbreaking is a way of bypassing the restrictions on
mobile devices set by the manufacturer, such as downloading unauthorized apps, according to CNN. Jailbroken
phones can also be “unlocked,” allowing phones that are
supposed to be exclusive to certain networks to be used
on competing networks.
Unlocked phones can bounce between networks that use
GSM technology like T-Mobile, which does not currently
sell iPhones, and AT&T, or between CDMA networks like
Sprint and Verizon. Differences in the technology prevent
GSM phones from being used on CDMA networks, and
vice versa.

The exemption does not require Apple to stop attempting
to prevent users from jailbreaking phones. Apple, despite
the ruling of the Copyright Office, maintains that jailbreaking is unlawful because it turns the iPhone into something
new. Jailbreaking will still void the warranty on any iPhone.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), which is
devoted to protecting what it views as the technological
rights of consumers, was the organization that originally
proposed the exemption, Wired reported. The organization
sees jailbreaking as a fair use of the hardware because it is
the property of the consumer.
Apple gets a 30-percent cut of any app sold on the iPhone.
That profit disappears when a phone is jailbroken, unless
an app is bought specifically through iTunes. Cydia, the
most popular digital distribution platform for jailbroken
phones, says that over 9 million iPhones users have downloaded its alternative marketplace, according to Wired.
The Librarian’s ruling did not include tablets in the

exemption, due to disagreements over what differentiated a tablet from a phone, Ars Technica reported. It also
pointed out a condition that only phones purchased before
2013 are unlockable. Phones purchased next year will not
be affected by the exemption and will remain subject the
DMCA’s anti-circumvention laws.
Apple has warned consumers that the jailbroken phones
may be more unstable and may crash. Phones can be reset
by being connected to iTunes and choosing the “restore”
option, which will return the phone’s programming to its
original condition.
Other exemptions to the DMCA announced Monday
include allowing the breaking of DVD encryption for educational purposes, circumvention of e-book rights management for blind people to allow access to read-aloud
functions and the cracking of video game management
codes for security purposes.

SANDY: THE MISNAMED STORM
KATELYN S. IRONS
C O PY ED I TO R AND STAF F WRI TER

Slamming the East Coast with record-breaking force,
Sandy has built up a name for itself without needing any
titles. Even before reaching land, though, the storm has
been retitled four times.
According to the NOAA and the National Weather Service, the change in title happened due to shifts in the
energy sources powering the storm.
Hurricanes are tropical cyclones in which the maximum
sustained wind speed is at least 74 mph, the National
Hurricane Center stated. These storms take their heat
and energy from the ocean and release it in the center,
tending to be compact and symmetric, with strong inner
cores of wind.
Before landfall, Sandy lost its tropical cyclone status
and was designated a ‘post-tropical cyclone.’ This transi-

tion came as Sandy began to obtain its energy from the
contrasting temperatures in the atmosphere and spread
into a larger area, according to a National Weather Service
announcement.
Sandy reached land with unusual circumstances in
which jet streams added new energy to the storm, according to the Washington Post. Now many news outlets, such
as CBS News, Fox News and The Los Angeles Times, have
been calling it a superstorm.
“The term superstorm . . . avoids awkwardly explaining
that weather experts changed Sandy’s classification from a
‘hurricane’ to a ‘post-tropical cyclone,’ also known as wintertime cyclone, to a regular old ‘storm’ as of Wednesday
morning,” wrote Katy Steinmetz for Time.
But even that title seems a little off. Dan Nosowitz, writ-

ing for Popular Science, dissected the term “superstorm”
and found that it was not a technical meteorological term.
“It’s a media invention. There’s no real meteorological
term called ‘superstorm,’” said Alan Blumberg, professor of
ocean engineering at the Stevens Institute of Technology
and director of the Institute’s Center of Maritime Systems.
Although the title ‘superstorm’ may not be accurate, it
looks like its here to stay. Even now that the storm has
dissipated, the name has stuck.
“The phrase ‘superstorm’ took off, perhaps because
‘post-tropical cyclone’ sounds not as scary,” Nosowitz said.
“Sandy wasn’t ‘downgraded from a hurricane to a superstorm.’ . . . There are no superstorms.”

From chalk on a blackboard to uploading
files on Blackboard, the field of education
has already changed dynamically in the 21st
century. Across the U.S. and close to home,
teachers are experimenting with the implementation of technology and its effects on
a child’s learning.
“More and more technology is being
integrated into the classroom,” said Taylor
education professor Quinn White. “I believe
technology in the classroom is a positive
dynamic component to teaching and learning when it is used correctly.”
At Taylor, education students are required
to take courses which teach them how to
merge technology into their classrooms.
“I look forward to the challenge of integrating technology into the classroom in
appropriate ways which are beneficial to my
students,” said Joelle Reiskytl, a sophomore
elementary education major.
Eastbrook Public Schools in Marion have
computer labs for each school. Each classroom has a projector, at least three desktop
computers and a tablet. According to White,
the school system has purchased a tablet for
each student in the district but they have not
yet been delivered.
In Boyne City, Mich., teachers have been
issued iPads to use in classrooms. Students
are using the 1,400 tablets both at school
and at home, according to Petoskey News.
Teachers have reported more student
interest in
learning and
credit this to
the hands-on,
graphically
interesting
method of teaching with technology. Boyne
City kindergarten teacher
Bethany Brown
uses apps like
Doodle Buddy
to teach her kindergarten class
how to draw letters and shapes.
“They’re eager and excited to learn,” said
fourth-grade teacher Jen Spate to Petoskey
News. Boyne City Public Schools uses educational apps, quizzes disguised as games,
discussion boards, and immediate feedback
on tests.
Money and accessibility alone stand in
the way of the continuing advance of technology in schools.
Only half of people who live in rural areas
of the U.S. have high-speed Internet according to a 2010 Federal Communications Commission report. This makes schools more
important to education because they may
be the only opportunity a child has to access
the Internet.
Some teachers are concerned that access
to technological resources is leaving their
students behind. “If the school’s technology
is not up to par, both the students and the
school suffer,” said teacher Albert Bryant to
U.S. News and World Report.
There is also worry that early exposure to
technology in schools will lead to studentdependence on tech later in life. Some teachers are sceptical that the benefits outweigh
the risks.
Edudemic, an educational tech magazine,
reported a study of 500 current college students in which 67 percent who participated
could not go one hour without using some
sort of technology. Four in 10 could not go
10 minutes, and the students also said they
valued their laptops and technology more
than their textbooks.
White warns, “It is important to have specific objectives supporting the use of these
tools.”
“As technology continues to evolve and
digital devices become integral to the evolution of higher education, it’s encouraging
to see the positive impact on learning outcomes as students utilize advanced devices
. . . to streamline and improve their learning environment,” said Sean Devine, CEO
of CourseSmart, a provider of e-books and
digital learning materials.
Technology is shaping the look of classrooms. But beyond this, it is shaping how
children’s minds are forming.

“I look forward
to the challenge of integrating technology into the
classroom in
appropriate
ways which
are beneficial
to my students.”
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“The main goal is to provide a way that
mission reps can interact with students in a
informal way.”
INFORMAL MISSIONS
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WOW Preview
By Katelyn S. Irons
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The crowd goes wild for freshmen Sangmin Lee and Kyungeun’s
touching rendition of “All About Us,” 2010, by He is We.

Freshman Kasey Leander tries to stay
warm despite playing “Switzerland,” by
Bison.

Junior Tyler Seabloom makes us all believe in
love with The Darkness’ 2003 classic “I Believe
in a Thing Called Love.”

Sophomore Zach West, junior Bekah O’Brien, senior Debbie
Prebble, junior Debbie Fowler, sophomore Shoshannah Wilson,
senior Stephanie Caudle, junior Jessica Schien, junior Kate Krause,
senior Michael Bauman perform “Just Medley,” by Bruno Mars and
Nelley.
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Senior Brandon Siewert grabs our hearts by belting
out “Somewhere Only We Know,” by Keane.

“Little children, let us not love in word or in action, but
in deed and in truth.” (1 John 3:18)
This is the theme verse for WOW, or World Opportunities Week, which begins Monday.
“Our main goal of WOW is to connect students to
mission reps and vice versa.” said
junior Mel Kerigan, one of the current Co-Directors of WOW. This
week, Nov. 4-8, Taylor will host 30
different missions organizations,
more than 50 missions representatives, special chapels and hall
events.
“Through the connections made,
students also have the chance to
apply for internships and jobs with
different mission organizations,”
Kerigan said. These mission groups
will be in the Dining Commons for
students to connect with. Some
of the organizations that will be
present are The Boaz Project, OneWay Ministries and
Youth for Christ.
The theme this year is “Love In(deed).” “Our idea for
this came from the passing of one of our friends and
former WOW co-director, Josh Larkin,” said senior
Ryan Caven, WOW Co-Director. “The parentheses in
our theme means that we should love people (Love
Indeed), and show people that love through what we
do (Love In Deed).”
“WOW was organized this year by the WOW cabinet,
which is made up of 16 people, plus Mel and I,” Caven
said. We’re all under the supervision of Mary Rayburn
in the Taylor World Outreach office.”
Senior Amanda Stephens, Chapel Coordinator for
WOW, said Mary Komy will be speaking Friday and
Greg Gilbert will be speaking on Monday and Wednes-

“We’re trying to make
the entire week feel
more relaxed and
open so that people
can better interact
with the mission
reps who are
coming.”

day. Gilbert is a pastor in Louisville,
Ky., and has written two books,
titled“What is the Gospel?” and
“What is the Mission of the Church?”
“Instead of doing formal lectures
and seminars in the evening we’ve
tried to make the events more
personable and relate-able,” Kerigan said, “We’re trying to make
the entire week feel more relaxed
and open so that people can better
interact with the mission reps who
are coming.”
WOW will also be coming into
the dorms. Mission representatives will be meeting with students’
small groups to speak with them on
Monday night. Jacob Mulder, who
is in charge of residence hall events
during WOW, said Tuesday night
represented the biggest change in
the events.
At 7:30 on Tuesday, each dorm
will be hosting a campus-wide
open house event so mission reps
can visit one-on-one with students
in the dorms. English and Olson
will be providing pancakes and
Samuel Morris and Wengatz will
be encouraging sporting events, according to Mulder.
“The main goal is to provide a way
that mission reps can interact with
students in a informal way.” said
Mulder.

Since 1788, the citizens of
the United States of
America have been voting
for who will hold the title
of President of the United
States. The presidential
election occurs every four
years and, coincidentally,
most students remain in
college for four years.
While, most students get
to participate in one
presidential
election
while on campus, few get
to see the change in dynamics from generation
to generation. Elections
have come and gone, stirring up conversations and
sparking the lives of students every four years.
According to Professor of Sociology Michael
Jessup, throughout his 17
years teaching at Taylor,
the student body hasn’t
experienced much open
division over presidential
issues.
“Taylor is a very red
campus, so actually not
a whole lot of political
diversity,” Jessup said. “I
suspect that’s going to
hold true this election as
well.”
He believes the lack
of diversity compared
to other schools affects
the interest level among
students, the idea being
that controversy draws
attention and, therefore,
participation.
Professor of English
Lorne Mook remembers
that in his days as a
student at Taylor, most
students were pushing for
Reagan’s re-election in ’84.
He, also, hasn’t seen much
controversy on campus.

“You talk more to the
people that agree with
you,” Mook said.
Jessup believes the biggest change in recent elections has been an increase
in negative advertising
campaigns. Professor of
Economics Hadley Mitchell agrees.
“Integrity takes a backseat to the arguments,”
Mitchell said. Despite this,
Mitchell stated that his
students are taking more
interest in this election
than in past years, at
least regarding the
economic issues.
An upward trend
in interest and participation was also
noted by Professor
of Political Science
Stephen King. He
stated that interest
in civic awareness
and
education
at Taylor seemed
greater than at previous institutions where
he had taught.
“(It is) in part because
of Taylor’s mission, and
part because of the type
of students that are here,”
King said.
Examples given of
student
involvement
were events such as a
Constitution Day event
put on by TSO, a course
King is teaching on the
2012 election, a panel on
the importance of voting
that included King and a
forum held Monday night
featuring candidates running for the fifth congressional seat of Indiana.
“I would say that those
are good examples of

“I would like to
see a higher
percentage of
students involved,
politically
interested, and
voting.”

Love
Indeed Involved
Little Trojan

Junior Celeste Harris and freshman Heather Luzader gets the crowd
crazy with “Titanium” by David Guetta feat. Sia from 2011.

election. Obama focused
less on the younger generation in his re-election
campaign, whereas in the
previous election he heavily targeted the younger
voter demographic, causing them to have more
interest in the election.
Jessup pointed out
that Indiana is not a
battleground state this
year and has received less
attention from politicians.
This has generated less
interest among students.
He claims the increased
student interest of the
2008 campaign was also a
result of George W. Bush’s
eight years in office coming to an end.
Professor of Philosophy
and Religion Jim Spiegel
was politically interested
as a college student, but
it wasn’t until after college that he had time to
become politically wellinformed.
It is his hope that TayKing, through mediums
lor students will be able
like Facebook.
The advantages of this to increase their interest
are that there is more and awareness regarding
room for dialogue, con- the political world, and
versations with people that more students would
who hold contrasting participate in the nationbeliefs, and that politics al process of selecting a
catch the interest of more new leader.
“I remember heavy, spirstudents. The downside is
that often the only source ited political discussions
of information for the taking place on my floor,
younger generation of and I remember taking
voters is the opinions of note that, ‘Wow, I don’t
peers.
really know much poDespite what he sees litically,’” Spiegel said. “I
as an overall upward would like to see a higher
trend, King believes that percentage of students
there will be less voter involved, politically interparticipation among the ested, and voting.”
current Taylor generation
than there was for the last
student
involvement,
student awareness, in a
very non-partisan way,”
King said. “There was
interest being generated
by students themselves
not just simply by faculty
members.”
The biggest changes
King sees in the student
election process involves
the onset of technological
communication. The average student has become
more relationally engaged
in politics, according to

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Senior Derek Kinzer brought the
crowd to their feet with Yellowcard’s
2003 song “Ocean Avenue.”

Samgrams

#TaylorU’s

Top Tweets

@Kishi_bashi
Wow Taylor University! You guys
were probably the craziest sober
crowd ive ever played for :)

Junior Jake Owens and senior Gabe Bain rap out the Beastie Boys classic
“Sabotage” from 1994.
The crowd went wild for Dave Matthew’s “Save Me” performed by freshmen Danny Moorehead and Jake Venable
from 2003.

@TaylorAlumni
Praying for our East Coast #TaylorU
alumni and friends! #Sandy
@xapismarie
Saw someone playing pool in the
union. People actually do that?
#TaylorU

Instagrams around Taylor brought
to you by Sam Stone
For more, follow @Sam_Stone on
“Little Talks,” by Of Monsters and Men receives a not-so-little crowd
reaction, with senior Libby Bird, sophomore Henry Kennedy, and junior
Corrie Egli, inset.

Senior Tyler Wood closes the show with “Every Teardrop is a Waterfall,” 2011, by Coldplay,
and the crowd gives their loudest cheer yet.

Senior Brittany Jacob shows her Adele soul with
“Skyfall” from 2012.

@grantachen
It is officially cold at #TaylorU in
@WengatzHall … Time to count
down to firing up the furnace.

A&E

Chorale Director JoAnn Rediger said Taylor is very fortunate to work with
the Marion Philharmonic. “Audiences are always amazed at the high level
of musicality when they perform the world’s greatest music right here in our
auditorium.”

CREATING A BEAUTIFUL NOISE
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Too many themes clutter an otherwise epic masterpiece

AMBITIOUS ‘CLOUD ATLAS’
ALL OVER THE MAP
DAVID SEAMAN
STAFF WRITER

You cannot see “Cloud Atlas” without admiring the
ambition and hard work that went into its making. It
is impossible to ignore the sheer size and scope of the
story being told. But does the story hold up against epic
production values?
One of the most expensive independent films of all
time, “Cloud Atlas” uses its massive budget to construct
six very different storylines. The first involves a seafaring
lawyer in 1849 befriending a stowaway slave. The lawyer
writes about his experiences in a journal, which ends up
in the hands of an aspiring composer in 1936 England,
who ends up writing a beautiful piece called “The Cloud
Atlas Sextet.” This is then discovered by investigative
journalist in 1973 San Francisco who is trying to expose
the secrets of a nuclear power plant. She records a book
that publisher Timothy Cavendish reads in 2012 London
as he tries to escape a nursing home. His outlandish
story eventually is filmed and seen 132 years later in
2144 Neo Seoul. In this timeline a manufactured clone
or “fabricant” rebels against a consumerist totalitarian
regime with the help of a rebel leader.
All of this eventually leads to the year 2321, where
the fabricant is worshiped by survivors of humankind’s
nuclear apocalypse in Hawaii.
It’s a lot to digest, even at a running time of almost
three hours. The storylines are introduced and then
mixed together, jumping from one to the next. Three
directors guide the stories: Andy and Lana Wachowski
(“The Matrix”) tackle the 1849 piece as well as the two

sci-fi sets. Director Tom Twyker covers the remaining
stories.
The makeup and production for “Cloud Atlas” is
incredible. Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugo Weaving
and more each play different characters in different
timelines. Hanks plays a scheming doctor, an insane
English writer and a confused goatherd. Berry is unrecognizable as a maestro’s wife; so is Hugh Grant in his
role as the creepy boss of the fabricants. Even genders
are transcended, with Hugo Weaving and James D’Arcy
transformed into very convincing women.
Each timeline fits a certain genre — whether period
drama, failed romance, mystery thriller or quirky British comedy. By far the most effective and moving is the
2144 dystopian sci-fi fable. The Wachowskis are right
at home crafting the “Blade Runner”-like setting of Neo
Seoul. The action is visceral and exciting. In a movie that
emphasizes personal freedom and the impact of individuals, the storyline feels the most relatable despite
the sci-fi setting.
The problem is not the timelines nor the production,
but all the themes “Cloud Atlas” throws at its viewers.
A major connecting theme is the overcoming of oppression and the idea that every person matters and every
decision has consequences. The courageous have the
chance to shift the balance. “Only those deprived of
freedom have the barest inkling of what it is,” says one
voiceover. We see this quote in action through the subjugation of slaves, gays, journalists, the elderly, artificial

AND NOW OUR FEATURE

PRESENTATION
KATHRYN KROEKER

A&E EDITOR

There comes a time when all students become robots: November.
Sleep-deprivation and a mounting list of assignments push our
entertainment cravings lower on the priority scale. The most
organized among us have tried adding hours to the day where none
exist, and some have even begun the countdown to Thanksgiving
break. But experts have good news: students should make time for
study breaks, which actually increase productivity and preserve
sanity. Take thirty minutes away from the grindstone for one of these
short films that will delight and move you. These picks may even
inspire you to make the most of what little time you have.

LIFT
Summary : Otis, elevator doorman, enters a contest to win an
all-expense paid trip for two in the name of ‘K,’ the woman he is
enamored with but has never met.

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Photograph by play4movie.com

The all-star cast of “Cloud Atlas” includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry and Hugo Weaving, who each play several roles during the course of the film.

creations and survivors throughout the storylines. Some
of it comes off as genuine.
But most of the time it seems forced. Dialogue about
oppression, freedom and the grand message that we are
all connected are so on-the-nose that it becomes tiring.
Instead of inspiring our own thoughts about these questions, “Cloud Atlas” lectures us.
“Cloud Atlas” falls somewhere between a masterpiece

and an enormously pretentious mess. It tries too hard;
and while its themes are clear, the mashing of storylines
is not. If the timelines were told in chronological order,
if the themes were more subtle and the film not overly
long, “Cloud Atlas” could have been fantastic. For now
we are left with a flawed but beautiful film that unfortunately takes itself a bit too seriously.

IFC Introduces Variety
KACEY HEINLEIN

CONTRIBUTOR

Tuesday night, electric violinist Kishi Bashi performed in the Student
Union in a concert put on by Integration of Faith and Culture (IFC).
The performer’s opening act was Tall Tall Trees, the performing
name of banjoist Make Savino. Both artists hail from the New York
area. Their performance at Taylor was part of a two-week tour.
“At Taylor, we get a lot of the faith side of things, but not a lot
of the cultural,” said Nic Segraves, President of IFC. “We believe
that exposing people to good art is a worthwhile endeavor because
it makes you appreciative of God and what we have here. It’s also
entertaining.”
An estimated 60 people attended the event. Most of the crowd
was in costume, from a narwhal to a ladybug to a Furby. The stage
was covered with Halloween decorations and Halloween-themed
refreshments were served.
“We just happened to get the dates at that time and we thought, ‘Why
not throw some holiday spirit into it?’” Segraves said.

Artist Kishi Bashi performed for a costume-clad crowd at the Student Union Tuesday evening.

“At Taylor, we get a lot of the faith side of things, but
not a lot of the cultural. We believe that exposing
people to good art is a worthwhile endeavor because it makes you appreciative of God and what
we have here.”

Approved for all audiences
Why you should watch it: An innocent love story between a doorman
who never leaves his elevator and a typist who never sets foot in
one. Otis’ makeshift home inside the elevator is delightful, as are his
beautiful collages he sends K that inspire her longing to travel. This
brief romance reminds us that we touch others’ lives every day, and
even small actions on our part can make people’s dreams come true.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD collection, F L626D

THE RED BALLOON
Summary: A boy discovers a red balloon with a mind of its own,
and friendship results as the balloon follows him through his daily
activities, despite multiple attempts to separate them.
Approved for all audiences
Why you should watch it: There’s something utterly human about
the childhood phenomenon of becoming attached to an inanimate
object that won’t last forever, despite our fondest wishes. The red
balloon becomes its own character as it follows the boy through the
streets, making his daily routine anything but ordinary. The ending
suggests that a little kindness makes true friends where you least
expect them, and these will rally around you to restore dashed hopes.
Where to find it: YouTube, Zondervan Library VHS collection J L19

MOST
Summary: A bridge tender faces the horrific choice between duty
and love: preserve the passengers of an approaching train or save
his son, whose life is in jeopardy.
Not rated; contains thematic material and an intense scene
Why you should watch it: ‘Most’ is the Czech term for bridge, the
key icon of the film. Based on a short story by Taylor’s own Professor
Dennis E. Hensley, this present day allegory of the crucifixion delivers
a fascinating angle: what the Passion looked like from God’s point of
view. Raw emotion powerfully depicts God’s anguish as he watched
his son die — while humankind, like passersby, merely looked on or
never noticed at all. If you can grasp the weight of this parallel, the
bittersweet ending will leave you in tears.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD collection, F M855

								
Tall Tall Trees opened with a solo set which featured such
unconventional playing techniques as using a percussion mallet
on the body of the banjo and even scraping the strings with it.
Kishi Bashi used varying techniques, plucking, bowing and using
pedals to record and play back layers of melodies and to change
pitches. The artists performed together on several songs, letting
both instruments further layer the sound. At times, the vocals and
instrumentation were very melodic, but often purposely clashed in
eerie dissonance.
Some students seemed to be fans of Kishi Bashi, who has toured
with Regina Spektor and Alexi Murdoch. But some, who hadn’t
previously heard of Kishi Bashi, were just coming for fun.
As the concert went on, Taylor students got more and more into
the music, clapping, swaying, and making hand motions in time to
the songs. The performers seemed to enjoy it. “(You are) seriously,
the best crowd ever,” they told the audience.
Most of the music was original by Kishi Bashi, such as “Bright
Whites” and “Wonder Woman,” though a cover of Taio Cruz’s
“Dynamite” was enthusiastically received. CDs, vinyl albums and
T-shirts were also sold during the event.
Still, the Union was far from packed. “People are scared of new
things sometimes . . . We always have less turnout than we’re
expecting,” Segraves said. “We’re trying to fight that this year.”

Tall Tall Trees opened for Kishi Bashi during the IFC concert, using a percussion mallet to elicit unique
sounds from his banjo.

Photographs by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Creating a Beautiful Noise
KATELYN S. IRONS

COPY EDITOR/STAFF WRITER

The Marion Philharmonic Orchestra will Cosgrove (’02; soprano), Catherine Randall and the Marion Philharmonic. Craton said
harmonize with the Taylor University Chorale (’06; soprano), Noah DeLong (’03; tenor) and he appreciates the opportunity for chorale
and Taylor alumni soloists tomorrow. They Conor Angell (’06; baritone). These alumni, all students to perform with a professional
will be performing “The Creation” - Part I professional vocalists, will each perform solos orchestra. “It’s inspiring to think that some
members of our Chorale will go on to be just as
by Austrian composer Joseph Haydn. Part I in “The Creation” representing angel voices.
rejoices in the creation of the heavens.
Brittany Jackson, a senior who has successful one day,” Craton said.
The program will begin at 7:30 p.m. in participated in the chorale since her freshman
Alexander Platt is the conductor of the
Rediger Auditorium. In addition
Marion Philharmonic Orchestra.
to Haydn’s oratorio, the event will
He directs multiple larger-city
also include two pieces by Mozart: “Performing with the Taylor Chorale is one of the special
orchestras and lives in Chicago.
his “Jupiter” Symphony and Clarinet
“Performing with the Taylor Chorale
delights of my work. They are always fully prepared and
Concerto Movement No. 2.
is one of the special delights of my
work. They are always fully prepared
“The point of the performance enthusiastically ready to perform with expression and power.”
and enthusiastically ready to
is to present a great work about . . .
perform with expression and power,”
God’s amazing creation of the world
Platt said.
through his gift of music,” said senior
Josh Craton, a chorale member.
year, is excited to work with the alumni again.
Chorale Director JoAnn Rediger said Taylor
The concert is to honor the opening of the “I really enjoy getting to watch the alumni is very fortunate to work with the Marion
Euler Science Complex. A reception with the in rehearsal and see a small bit of how a Philharmonic. “Audiences are always amazed
musicians will follow the performance in the professional vocalist works with a conductor at the high level of musicality when they
science center atrium.
and orchestra,” she said.
perform the world’s greatest music right here
The soloists who were chosen for the
This event will mark a frequent performing in our auditorium,” Rediger said.
performance are four Taylor alumni: Julia partnership between the Taylor Chorale

FEATURES

“They definitely do things differently than my grandparents
did, but they’ve really opened it up to Taylor and the public.”
TOP THAT!
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ON AND OFF THE PLATFORM

THE DAUGHTER OF A POLITICIAN SHARES HER EXPERIENCES IN AND OUT OF THE SPOTLIGHT
KYLA MARTIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Freshman Caitie Yoder sits tall on the aqua love seat
in a plain button-down shirt, its collar peeking from
the sweater blocking Olson Hall’s chill.
Her dorm room looks like any other in the hall,
beauty products on the shelves, some clothing
escaping from closets. But two blue signs reading
“Carlin Yoder for State Senate” set room 227 apart
from the rest.
“I have a sign on my door,” Caitie said with pride.
“There isn’t a lot I can do. I always re-post stuff on
Facebook. I help out as best I can, but I’m two hours
away.”
District 12 of northern Indiana voted Caitie’s dad,
Carlin Yoder, as its state senator when Caitie was
in eighth grade, covering Elkhart County, parts of
Nappanee and surrounding towns.
“Having a dad that was actually in politics, I was
completely surrounded by it like I wasn’t before,”
Caitie said. “It’s almost difficult coming here because
now I’m not surrounded by it anymore, so I actually
have to go online, find what’s happening, watch the
news.”
A f lat-screen TV stares back, hooked-up and
begging to reveal a campaign update.
“I miss not being able to come home and hear about
what’s going on at the State House today just from
the talk in the kitchen between my mom and my dad,”
Caitie said. “(But here) I feel like I’m under a rock. I
was really surprised at how passive people were about
the whole election.”
Politics shape life in the Yoder home as it has for
the past four years. Carlin is up for reelection this year,
but Caitie’s in Upland, now, a few hundred cornfields
away from District 12.
Carlin’s job seems commonplace to Caitie, but his
first session away was difficult on the close family.
“The first year was really rough, adjusting, for us,
to deal with him being gone for the whole spring,”
Caitie said.
But this was a long session, taking part of June.
Sessions typically run January through April, and
Carlin leaves for Indianapolis on Mondays to return
Thursdays or Fridays. The family understands this
process now, and spring doesn’t seem so greedy.
The family drops everything to greet him when he
comes home for the weekend. A quick yell of “Dad’s
home,” and the dog goes crazy, Caitie said.

“Our whole family is so proud of him,” Caitie
grinned. “I love to be able to say my dad is involved
in politics and he has a say.”
Caitie’s mom, Jayme Yoder, is full of confidence
about this year, but Carlin takes a modest tone
when his daughter asks, despite his winning the
Government Leader of the Year award from the
Indiana Chamber of Commerce last night.
“I definitely think he has a shot at winning the
election,” Caitie said. “The tricky part is that for
the past four years, my dad has been making big
changes and decisions for the best for our state,
which not everyone agrees with.”
One of these big changes was the “Right to
Work Bill,” which eliminated mandatory union
membership. Unions members and democrats’
Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller
response was to protest.
Freshman Caitie Yoder, daughter of State Senator Carlin Yoder of District 12 in northern Indiana, may be a Pre-Med major, but she supports her father as best
“We actually had protestors in our front yard,” she can from far away, such as by displaying his signs in and outside of her room.
Caitie said. “We had police patrolling the area and
little bit of pressure,” Caitie said. “Especially because
sitting in our driveway for the next week or two. It
you’re always meeting people who are higher up in
was definitely memorable.”
Although the rest of the Yoder family is not the world and shaking hands and smiling and coming
enveloped in Carlin’s political spotlight, keeping the off as ‘well-brought-up.’”
But Yoder enjoys this arena, until the smiling
family entirely separate is not always possible. What
becomes tiresome, but this point takes a few hours
for her to reach.
“I’m always impressed how my dad does it,” Caitie
said, laughing at the contrast. “I think politics
“Our whole family is so proud of him. I love
energizes him somehow when it just seems to drain
me.”
to be able to say my dad is involved in
Politics is a way of life for the Yoders, not
politics and he has a say.”
a once-every-four-years topic of conversation. It’s
become the norm.
“The way my family talks about politics — it
almost stops becoming politics and more just starts
becoming work life,” Caitie explained. “When you
affects Carlin affects them all.
come home and just discuss what happened in your
Photograph provided by Caitie Yoder
“Our children have to witness people striking in our day.”
Freshman Caitie Yoder turning in her first ballot, accompanied by her father,
yard and negative political ads,” Jayme said. “Carlin
A visitor to room 227 in Olson Hall might expect Carlin
Yoder.
also received a few death threats throughout the political books opened wide on Caitie’s desk, but
last session when he was working on ‘Right to Work’ science books take their places, as a hospital, not
legislation. That was a really stressful time.”
the State House, fills her career goals. But she will from the inside, especially. I’ve considered interning
But stress does not dominate the Yoder family’s never fully get away.
at the State House. It wouldn’t really work with my
memory of Carlin’s time in office. They remember
“My dad’s asked me before, if I wanted to be a major, but if I could be able to do something like
touring the State House, meeting important people politician, almost joking,” Caitie leaned forward. “I’m that – ”
in government and taking trips for conferences.
She absolutely would.
really interested in politics. I love seeing him at his
“When I’m with him in a political scene . . . I do feel a job and seeing how the whole political scene works

TOP THAT!
New Toppit Pizza owners keep service their priority

Toppit Pizza, The Only Pizza Place in Town, rests at 1362 S Second St. in Upland. The adjoining building houses the owners, John and Cindy Inman.

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

LEXIE OWEN
CONTRIBUTOR

Travelling down Second Street just off of Taylor campus,
you’ll come across a small, white building decorated
with a friendly cartoon chef tossing pizza dough. Large
red letters announce the name: Toppit, “The only pizza
place in town.”
John and Cindy Inmann are the third owners of
Toppit, having purchased the business and the adjacent
house in August 2011. Cindy was raised in Upland and
graduated from Eastbrook High School. John was a
native of Marion but visited Upland frequently. The two
remember many date nights spent at Toppit.
Newly married, John began 20 years of service in
the military. His sons, Phillip and Jacob, were born in
Germany, and the entire Inmann family has lived in
Spain, Alaska, North Dakota and Okinawa. The boys
have attended seven different schools, many of them
outside the States.
Upon retiring, John and Cindy decided to return to
their hometown. While hunting for homes in Upland,
they noticed a “for sale” sign in the front yard of Toppit
and the nearby house. Fond memories of date nights
at Toppit influenced them to consider the idea, and
they purchased the business from Tim and Ginny Rice.
In perfect timing, this family found both a home and
a business.
Having no previous experience with pizza except a
brief job at Little Caesars, the Innmans had a lot to learn
from the Rices, including the recipes that guaranteed
happy customers. While continuing in the traditions

of the previous owners, the Inmans revamped and minutes. A few brave souls have come close, but none
remodeled Toppit. Having kept the original name, have succeeded.
Brittany Drake is the granddaughter of Toppit’s
the “Rice Family Dining Room” is entirely remodeled.
Upon entrance, customers will enjoy an inviting Italian previous owners and will complete her fifth year of
atmosphere with pleasant paintings, comfortable pizza-serving under the Inmans. She enjoys her new
employers and appreciates how they have
booths and a “fireplace” burning in the corner.
improved Toppit. “They’re very relaxed
“The total remodel of the dining room
and easygoing,” she said as she
really helps,” said supervisor Brittany
welcomed some customers. “They
Drake as she helped another
definitely do things differently
employee take a pizza from the
than my grandparents did,
oven. “People used to come in
Everything from dough to sauce is
but they’ve really opened it
and say it looked like a cozy
up to Taylor and the public.
little house. It looks more
made from scratch. Quality cheese is
They started the delivery
Italian now. It’s a different
service and even deliver
fun sort of cozy.”
ordered in blocks and then personally
to Matthews.”
Everything from dough
shredded by the owners. The majority
Although customers
to sauce is made from
will see Brittany’s familiar
scratch. Quality cheese is
of the vegetable toppings come from
face at Toppit, they will
ordered in blocks and then
also meet many members
personally shredded by the
Upland’s own Victory Acres.
of the Inman family. Cindy’s
owners. The majority of the
grandmother, Mary Huffman,
vegetable toppings come from
an d h er bro th er, Ivanh o e’s
Upland’s own Victory Acres.
manager Mark Souer can be seen
On the menu, not only the same
helping out during lunch hours. Her
delicious pizza can be found, but also salads,
parents, Mark and Nancy, specialize in “Mark’s
subs and fresh, home-baked pecan rolls. Customers
are welcome to participate in the “Trojan Challenge.” Famous Pecan Rolls.” Their sons Phillip and Jacob help
Named for the famous 30-inch Trojan Pizza, this whenever they can between class and football practice
give away the pie to anyone who can eat it within 30 at Eastbrook High School.

Having returned from serving overseas, the Inmans
have dedicated themselves to serving Taylor and the
Upland community. Phillip estimates that Toppit makes
three or four deliveries to Taylor per night. They offer a
10 percent discount to police, military, Taylor students
and staff every day. The only requirement is an I.D.
“They definitely enjoy helping Upland anyway they
can, the people interactions, and just making customers
happy makes them happy,” says Brittany. “They definitely
like to give discounts and show the customers that we
appreciate them.” On Veteran’s Day, they will offer free
pizza and breakfast to anyone who has served the U.S.
“We just wanted to find a way to honor the military,”
Phillip said.
Toppit has been serving quality pizza to Upland since
1989. Its third owners have returned with a commitment
to ensure the happiness and comfort of their old Upland
neighbors. According to Brittany, “They’ve always been
serving and I think they like that he can continue
serving in a way that neither of them have experienced
before.”

To order pizza from Toppit, call 765-998-2701. They
are open for lunch from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. every day.
Dinner is served from 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. every weekday
and 5 p.m. - 12 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

OPINIONS

Also, apparently putting something to song automatically
proves it to be true, hence the lyrics, “To prove I’m right I
put it in a song.”
ONE DIRECTION: A LYRICAL ANALYSIS
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TAMING THE MONSTER

SPORTSADDICTED
CHILDREN

KARA HACKETT
MANAGING EDITOR

When I voted for the first time in the 2008
presidential election, my decision was
largely influenced by my parents.
I promised myself it would be different
when I came to college. I wanted to pay
attention to the issues shaping our nation
and our world. I wanted to think for myself.
After all, that’s what college is about —
finding who you are and what you believe.
That’s one of the reasons I joined The
Echo staff.
I wanted to know the news so I could
make my own informed decisions.
But the more I immersed myself in the
great world of American media, the more
I began to realize a tragic truth: My
opinions were still being influenced by
someone else, and this time, the people I
trusted to provide me with information
didn’t know me or share my values.
This time, the parent deciding what
news I received and why was the mass
media monster.
And it’s after you too.
A Gallup poll published Sept. 21 found
that an all time high — 60 percent — of
1,017 Americans surveyed have little or no
trust in the media to report news fully,
accurately and fairly.
Although accuracy is another issue, as
someone who aspires to enter the news
industry, I’m here to tell you Americans
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shouldn’t trust the media to present news
fully and fairly.
Instead, Americans should be skeptical
of the media for two reasons: (1) Reporters
and news organizations are limited
creatures, so they must pick and choose
which pieces of information they feed us,
and (2) all reporters and news
organizations are biased to some degree.
Let’s start small. The same phenomenon
that plays out in the larger world happens
right here on Taylor’s campus.
When I joined The Echo staff, our faculty
advisor told us our positions as student
journalists are important because we
select which stories Taylor students have
access to on a weekly basis.
Of course, students can (and should)
seek news beyond The Echo, but as your
newspaper staff, we have the opportunity
to give certain stories a campus platform.
Although this can be a source of
misplaced pride, it is also an immense
responsibility. On The Echo staff, we do our
best to bring you balanced coverage and
act as a starting point for you to dig deeper
into the issues.
That’s where your role comes in as a
consumer. We strive to start conversations.
It’s your responsibility to finish them.
Think of it as maintaining a healthy diet
of information. After any news source
spoon feeds you something, it is your
responsibility not to binge yourself on what
they provide but to seek out other sources
of information to balance your diet.
News organizations come in many
varieties, but they are always biased to
some degree because they are made up of
people who are biased by nature.
Perhaps media bias is most evident in
politics and coverage of the presidential
campaigns.
In fact, The American Presidency Project
even has a list of editorial endorsements
for the candidates from the top 100
newspapers (based on daily circulation).
According to the scorecard, 34 papers
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endorse President Barack Obama and 28
endorse Republican nominee Mitt Romney.
Others are undecided or to-be-determined.
When you compare 34 papers to 28
papers, the difference in endorsements for
the two candidates seems small. But let’s
take a look at the circulation of those
partisan papers.
As of Oct. 29, papers endorsing Obama
have total circulation of 9,011,009 readers
whereas papers endorsing Romney have a
total circulation less than half as large at
4,981,613 readers.

News organizations come in many
varieties, but they are always biased
to some degree because they are
made up of people who are biased
by nature.

See for yourself online, and check out
which candidate your favorite (or least
favorite) papers support.
Just as The Echo selects stories to feature
on Taylor’s campus and in the local
community, national news organizations
select stories to bring to America’s
attention.

Their choices influence our discussions,
and like protective parents, the media
wants what they think is best for us.
But as citizens, we should distrust them
to some extent by not taking what they say
at face value. Good reporters help us better
understand issues or experience reality
from other people’s perspectives. It is our
responsibility to seek out additional
information and understand the issues for
ourselves.
Bias is the monster we must all learn to
tame, and if we close our eyes to it, or
pretend it does not exist, it will consume
us.
We need to be conscious about what
information we are receiving, the motives
of who’s telling us and the limitations of any
single reporter or news organization to tell
us everything we need to know.
Words are powerful, and if we’re not
careful, those who use them well will
convince us to believe almost anything.
As you consider the candidates,
remember that most of the time curiousity
does not kill the cat, and what you don’t
know can hurt you.
The news industry is the second set of
parents you have to break away from to
form your own opinions.

One Direction: A Lyrical Analysis

LUKE SECAUR
CONTRIBUTOR

Love them or hate them, One Direction is undeniably a teen
But if you’re really a witch, you can’t just run amuck
sensation, so it’s about time someone did some hard analyzYour trial will go oh oh
ing of their lyrics and videos. Today, I will analyze two of their
Go just like the Crucible!”
biggest hits and determine their true merit.
According to One Direction’s logic, I just provided more reliable evidence to burn witches than John Proctor ever could.
First, What Makes You Beautiful.
Finally, if the girl’s beautiful just because she doesn’t know
Intended Message: A beautiful girl feels insecure about her
looks, and One Direction wants her to know how truly gor- she’s beautiful, why on earth would they want to tell her that
geous she is. However, what makes her truly beautiful is that she’s beautiful? They’d ruin everything!
she’s humble and hasn’t grown conceited over her beauty.
Next, Live While We’re Young.
Perceived Message: I wouldn’t mind this song if the music
Intended Message: We’re mature enough for sex! #YOLO!
video didn’t contradict every single lyric.
Perceived Message: We’re not mature enough for sex, but
First of all, if they’re telling the girl, “You don’t know you’re #YOLO!
beautiful,” you’d expect the girl to display this attributed huIf you’re trying as desperately as they are to prove that you’re
mility, right? She’d be shy, blushing, and almost feel uncom- mature enough for sex, don’t be playing with squirt guns and
fortable to have five
splashing around with gifamous
young
ant inflatable bananas
men serenading
in the kiddie pool.
Finally, if the girl’s beautiful just because she doesn’t know
her, right?
However, the real
Wrong. Accordproblem
is that they
she’s beautiful, why on earth would they want to tell her that
ing to One Direcare encouraging their
she’s beautiful? They’d ruin everything!
tion, this humble
audience to have sex
girl of theirs has
as soon as possible, rethe backseat of
gardless of love, for no
the convertible all to
reason other than #YOLO.
herself, is wearing a revealing dress, and is throwing her hands
Scripture frequently shows how mankind screwed up, but
in the air in pure conceited glee. Amidst all her hair flips and God redeemed it. The words “but God” are the key here. In this
laughs at the camera (not at the ground, like the song says), I song however, One Direction has replaced “but God” with “But
arrived at the conclusion that this girl is not humble.
#YOLO.”
In fact, the group lists all the reasons why they shouldn’t
Another problem is the line, “Everyone else in the room can
see it.” I’m sorry, One Direction, you are not in a room. You are have sex, “but #YOLO” makes it okay. To name a few, “we just
on a beach. If you meant to say, “Everyone else on the beach met but let’s pretend it’s love, and never never never stop for
can see it,” then you are limiting the recognition of her beauty anyone,” “it’s now or never, don’t overthink it, just let it go.”
to you and your 4 other singer-type friends. In which case, you
So . . . they’re admitting it’s not love, encouraging the girl to
should be extra careful. Everyone’s singing about how they put aside her better judgment, and threatening to never give
want the same girl “so desperately” (her two friends are irrel- her a second chance if she decides to wait. Gotta love these
evant).
guys as role models for love.
This competition could get bloody pretty quickly.
Finally, if one of the chaps from One Direction actually did
Also, apparently putting something to song automatically manage to seduce the girl, the other guys sharing the tent
proves it to be true, hence the lyrics, “To prove I’m right I put would have had a very awkward night.
it in a song.” Imagine the implications of this in the following
So there you have it. I gave my analysis of the music, but
parody of the chorus by yours truly.
leave it to you to decide its worth.
“Baby, you’re made out of wood and float like a duck,
We’ll surely send you our prayers and wish you good luck,

A little boy stands by himself, surrounded
by the staring eyes of his classmates. A
group of three children huddle together,
pointing at him and snickering. He is the
last one to be picked for the after-school
kickball game.
“ You take him!” one team captain
shouts to the other.
“No, he stinks! You take him!” the second team captain shouts back.
“All right, whatever,” says the first captain, “Hey you!” He points at the dejected
boy, still standing alone. “Get over here
and don’t slow us down!”
At this moment, the little boy feels
worthless.
And the reason he feels worthless is
because he knows that athletic children
are prized above non-athletic ones by
peers and parents. If you do well in
school, that’s nice. But if you want to be
popular and socially accepted, you’d better be good at sports.
This is the attitude normally taken
toward athleticism by American children
and parents alike. We have placed such a
high value on sports as a society that we
pursue them at the expense of all else.
Athletics have become an idol for Americans, an idol that is ruining the mindset
of our children. As Christians, we need to
approach sports for our present or future
children as the recreational teaching tool
it should be.
I am talking from experience. I have
played tennis competitively since I was 12
years old, competing the last three years
for the Taylor Trojans. From 14 years old
and on, I trained at a tennis club, practicing three to four times a week, sometimes
multiple times a day.

Athletics have become an idol
for Americans that is ruining
the mindset of our children. As
Christians, we need to approach
sports as the recreational teaching
tool it should be.
My parents encouraged me to compete
at the highest level I could. Often, I would
enter myself in tournaments, improving
my skills by pitting myself against other
players. I immersed myself in the tennis
culture.
I think it was my junior year of high
school when I finally realized the cost of
this immersion. If I was to be competitive with other tournament players, I had
to spend the majority of my time after
school training. None of my Christian
friends played tennis, so I spent most of
my time with non-Christians. The finals
of tennis tournaments were held on Sundays, meaning I would skip church to
play. Tennis was cutting me off from the
Church Body. But in the name of excellence in the sport, I played. I learned to
devote my time almost exclusively to
tennis.
And this experience is not unique to
tennis. My brother has a similar story
with his pursuit of college baseball. If you
know someone who has played competitive youth basketball, he or she will tell
you how consuming the lifestyle is.
To avoid an unhealthy addiction to
sports for children, we need to instill in
them an understanding that God and his
Church are paramount in their lives. Athletics should be used as a means to teach
them lessons about life, not become their
lives.
As young adults who may get married
and have kids someday, we need to consider what role we want athletics to play
in our children’s development. We must
be wary of our sports-saturated culture.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to wes_young1@taylor.edu by
Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“Our goal is to go to nationals and win the national tournament. We are dreaming big because we have a lot of talent.”

Women’s basketball plans to use experience to lead
them to a successful season
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GIANTS
SWEEP
TIGERS IN
WORLD
SERIES

MEN’S BASKETBALL LOOKS TO IMPROVE ON LAST
SEASON’S SUCCESS
WILL FAIRFAX
SPORTS WRITER

The men’s basketball team is preparing to improve on
last year’s 20-11 campaign starting tonight when they
travel to Rio Grande, Ohio, to face Shawnee State.
The Trojans were 9-9 in conference and finished the
regular season last year with a huge 82-73 victory over
No. 7 Grace on Senior Night by shooting 63 percent
from the floor and 60 percent from 3-point range. The
Trojans traveled to Grace four days later for the opening
round of the MCC tournament and struggled, shooting
just 30 percent from the floor and lost 53-76. The loss
was Taylor’s second in a row in the MCC tournament
opening round to Grace.
The Trojans hope to build on last year with three
returning starters and two departing seniors — Kyle
Hanaway and Jake Burkholder, who played in a combined 243 games in their four years.
“It’s an experienced team; they’ve been through ups
and downs, so you hope that experience teaches you
some things,” said Head Coach Paul Patterson. “Experience is as much an attribute in practice as it is in games.
If a team knows how to get ready to play, they have a
real advantage.”
Patterson has 713 career wins at Taylor and is the alltime Indiana collegiate wins leader. Second on the list
is Bob Knight, who had 662 victories while at Indiana

Patterson’s expectations are that his players will
come in every day and work hard. He added that his
team is close to getting over the top.
“We have a saying, ‘Respect the process and appreciate the struggle,’” Patterson said. I think if we can
embrace the challenges of getting better every day; if
you look at our record last year we were really close
to getting over the top, so the little things become the
big things.”
Patterson said that these “little things” are improving
defensively and finding their roles.
“We need to be better together as a team defensively,”
Patterson said. “Just in our practices we feel like we’ve
made great strides there. The other thing would be finding our roles and playing those consistently because we
do have some new guys that need to step in.
Coons is confident in his team this year.
“I think we have the chance to be pretty good,” Coons
said. “It’s a long season and a lot can happen, but we
have very high expectations, and we will continue to
work towards those goals every day.”
The Trojans are participating in the Rio Grande University Tournament this weekend and will open up
conference play at home against Goshen on Nov. 20th.

University.
The Trojans return their leading scorer from last year
in senior Casey Coons, who was 14th in the NAIA in
scoring, averaging 20 points a game and sixth in total
3-pointers with 101.
“This year is a new year,” Coons said. “None of these
games have been played before, and every team is different this year. Obviously, we will have our work cut
out for us because our league is really tough from top
to bottom like it has been for the last few years, but we
are working hard to continue to improve.”
Coons finished the previous season tied for 5th in
the NAIA in free throw percentage with 87 percent and
has scored the 10th point in the previous three Silent
Night games, last year doing it with three consecutive
free throws.
The Trojans have only one incoming freshman in
Jordan Richardson, but Patterson is confident with the
team he has and the guys who are returning.
“Anytime you lose people who have played that many
minutes it takes a little time for the adjustments to be
made,” Patterson said. “The guys that we’re looking at
have done a pretty good job of applying themselves and
preparing for this, and the older guys have done a pretty
good job of teaching them.”

JEFF YODER
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

The San Francisco Giants woke up Friday morning,
Oct. 19, trailing the St. Louis Cardinals 3-1 in the
NLCS (National League Championship Series). An
improbable streak of seven wins in 10 days, and
the Giants were World Series champs.
“When pitching is your strength, you want a
good defense,” said Giants Manager Bruce Bochy,
according to ESPN. “That shows up every day. . . .
Hitting sometimes, it comes and goes. But as long
as you can stay in more games, the better chance
you have of winning them, and that’s how we play.”
The Giants’ defense certainly showed up when
it mattered this postseason. San Francisco stole
the NLCS from St. Louis, winning three straight
at the end by scores of 5-0, 6-1 and 9-0 to win the
series 4-3.
They swept Detroit as they held the Tigers to
six total runs in the series and recorded a streak
of 20 scoreless innings for the Tigers from the end
of Game 1 to the beginning of Game 4. The Giants’
defense posted shutouts in Games 2 and 3 and
allowed just three runs in both Games 1 and 4.
They allowed a total of seven runs over the final
seven games, an average of one run per game.
This is the second of two World Series that
Bochy has won, both with San Fransisco. The previous one was in 2010. Bochy also won his third
NL pennant, the first coming in 1998 as under him
the San Diego Padres were swept by the Yankees.
A 3-3 tie at the end of nine innings in Game
4 assured that there would be some drama on
Sunday night. Ryan Theriot singled to lead off the
10th. He moved to second on a sacrifice by Brandon Crawford, and Marco Scutaro, the NLCS MVP,
singled to bring in Theriot. An ecstatic Theriot
dropped to his knees in celebration after crossing
home plate.
Relying on their defense after gaining a 4-3 lead,
it became the Sergio Romo show. Closing pitcher
Romo had two saves already in the series and completed his third as he struck out the side. He ended
the game with a strike on a 2-2 count where Tigers’
big hitter Miguel Cabrera went down looking.
According to Elias Sports Bureau, Romo is the
second pitcher to strike out the side in the final
inning of a World Series-clinching game. The only
other pitcher to do it was the Yankees’ Joe Page
in 1949.
“That’s what makes it so special, the way we did
it,” Scutaro told ESPN. “We’re always against the
wall and my team, it just came through first series,
second series and now we sweep the Tigers.”
During playoffs, San Francisco trailed Cincinnati 2-0 in a best-of-five series before winning
three straight to come from behind then as well.
Winning three straight to survive St. Louis showed
the world that the Giants were for real as they won
six consecutive games when facing elimination.
The list of impressive statistics doesn’t end there,
as Pablo Sandoval bombed three home runs in
Game 1 which could rank among the greatest
World Series performances of all time.
The Giants also became the first team since
the 1982 Cardinals to win the World Series while
having the fewest home runs in the entire MLB,
sending just 103 out of the park all year.
No matter how improbable it seemed, the
Giants went 7-0 in their last seven games and 10-3
in their last 13. They won when it mattered, and
they’re the 2012 World Series Champions.

Women’s basketball plans to use experience to lead them to a
successful season
GABE BAIN
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

New beginnings bring excitement for many. It means dreaming big because we have a lot of talent.”
Taylor is not short on experience and talent this seaforgetting about the past and focusing on the future and
son as they return 13 players from last season, nine of
all the new possibilities a fresh start can bring.
Taylor women’s basketball is getting that new begin- whom are upperclassmen. Three of those upperclassmen
ning as they prepare for the start of their season, which are seniors who were on the last Taylor team to go to
kicks off tonight as they participate in the Marian Classic. nationals.
Head Coach Tena Krause said the expectations are
Last season, the Trojans finished 18-13 overall, but
they could not manage to maintain a .500 record in the higher this season because of the experience and age
of the team.
league, finishing 8-10.
The three seniors, Rudolph, guard/forward Erin GuarDespite finishing toward the bottom of the league
last season, Taylor is ranked 22nd in the nation. Only neri and forward Ericka Redweik, bring experience and
Bethel, ranked 15th, and Indiana Wesleyan, ranked 4th, leadership to the team.
“Those three are doing a phenomenal job,” Krause said.
are higher than Taylor in the league. Though the team
looks strong in the league, they have their sights set on “They have been groomed by some good seniors but yet
they are bringing their own stuff as well.”
a higher goal: winning the national tournament.
Rudolph, Guarneri and Redweik were three of the top
“Our goal is to go to nationals and win the national
tournament,” said senior guard Tess Rudolph. “We are four scorers for the Trojans last year. Redweik led the
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team with 13.5 points per game.
“(Redweik) really stepped up last year as a junior and
has been just as consistent this fall,” Krause said. “If
you want somebody to follow someone’s work ethic, it
would be Ericka’s.”
Krause said the team unity is continually growing, and
they have stronger leadership than last season.
“We’ve improved on our work ethic and our accountability,” Guarneri said.
Taylor is bringing in three freshman players this season. Forward Jackie Osenbaugh is 5 feet 11 inches tall
and is from Lincoln, Neb., and guard Emma Brattain is 5
feet 6 inches and is from Lebanon, Ind. Guard/Forward
Taylor Degenkolb is 5 feet 10 inches and is from Tipton,
Ind.
“They came in so willing to take on whatever role they
would have,” Rudolph said. “And they embrace that even
if it means not playing as much
as they’re used to.”
The Trojans start the season
with five games against opponents outside the Crossroads
League and will play Goshen on
the road Nov. 20. The first home
game for Taylor in the revamped
Odle Arena will be Nov. 24 as
they take on Indiana Tech.
The game that seems to be
weighing heavily on the Trojans’
mind will take place Jan. 10 at
home. Taylor will face Crossroads League rival Indiana Wesleyan.
“We haven’t beaten them in a
few years. That’s probably going
to be the biggest game for us,”
Krause said. “(But) I want every
game to be their big game.”
A lot of focus is being put on
the first game of the season.
“I think our first game is what I
am anticipating the most,” Guarneri said. “I am just ready to play
games.”
Taylor starts their season
tonight against Tennessee Wesleyan in Indianapolis at 8 p.m.
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SPORTS

“Even when we were losing, we didn’t turn on each other
or give up, but we kept fighting.”

MEN’S SOCCER UPSETS GRACE 5-0 SHUTOUT
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REVIEW

FOOTBALL (3-5, 1-3)

SCHEDULE
11/03 @ No. 13 St. Francis 12 p.m.
11/10 vs Olivet Nazarene 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL (20-15,
13-4)
SCHEDULE
11/02 vs Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.
11/06 Crossroads League Tournament Quarterfinals TBA
11/08 Crossroads League Tournament Semifinals TBA
11/10 Crossroads League Tournament Championship TBA

MEN’S SOCCER (10-8-1,
4-4-1)

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

(stockphoto from Taylor vs Grace game) Junior Molly Drooger approaches the ball in the Trojans’ game against Grace on Sept. 25.

SCHEDULE
11/03 @ Spring Arbor 3 p.m. Crossroads League
Tournament Semifinals
11/10 Crossroads League Tournament Championship TBA

WOMEN’S SOCCER SHUTS OUT HUNTINGTON, ADVANCES TO THE SEMIFINALS
BRYCE MARSEE
CONTRIBUTOR

The Taylor women’s soccer team advanced to the second round of the Crossroads League Tournament after
defeating Huntington 2-0 on a windy Saturday afternoon
last weekend. The win came after defeating the Foresters 1-0 in overtime just three days earlier.
“I thought we did a good job,” said Head Coach Scott
Stan. “I was really happy to control the first half because
even a small wind really affects the way a game is played,
but we did well.”
In the 25th minute, senior Cara Johnson recorded her
eighth goal of the season, finding the back of the net
off an assist from sophomore Amanda Roden. The goal
stood as the only goal of the half, giving the Trojans a
1-0 lead at halftime.
“Our goal going into halftime was to be tied 0-0, so
going up 1-0 gave us a big mental edge,” Stan said.
The Trojan defense, which held Huntington to just
four shots in the game, continued to keep the Foresters’
offense in check throughout the remainder of the match.
One scare, however, came 20 minutes into the second
half when Huntington forward Brittany Hartman broke

Fantasy Feed
Peyton Manning,
Denver QB
Manning has 17 touchdowns and just four
interceptions this season and just one interception in the past five games. Peyton’s at full
throttle and should have a solid second half of
the season against defenses that give up a lot
of points including Carolina, Oakland and two
games against Kansas City.
Doug Martin,
Tampa Bay RB
The emerging rookie superstar finally had his
breakout game after a phenomenal start in 2012.
Martin rushed for 135 yards and a touchdown
while catching three passes for 79 yards and
another score last week against Minnesota.
Titus Young,
Detroit WR
Young finally showed the world that the Lions
might have another capable receiver other than
Calvin Johnson. He made nine catches for 100
yards and two scores last week. The Lions play
the Jaguars (1-6) on Sunday.
Jason Witten,
Dallas TE
Witten made a statement last week without
even reaching the endzone. He snagged 18
catches for 167 yards and was targeted 22 times
as the Giants apparently forgot about him in
their scouting report.
Philip Rivers,
San Diego QB
Rivers has 10 touchdowns and nine interceptions this season. The Chargers lost to the
Browns last week by a score of 7-6 as he threw
for just 154 yards and no scores.
DeAngelo Williams,
Carolina RB
Williams has rushed for just 43 yards and
zero touchdowns in the past three games. The
Panthers announced this week that Jonathan
Stewart is the new starting running back.

away from the Trojan defense, only to have her shot
blocked by an outstanding save from sophomore goalie
Kristiana Griffith.
“That play was huge,” Stan said. “Griffith has been
awesome with just leading our team and making great
plays when we need her.”
Still with a one-goal lead, the Trojans all but sealed
it with a goal by sophomore Dani Goecke in the 87th
minute off an assist from freshman Courtney Selle.
The shutout came as no surprise, as the Trojan
defense has continued to shut down opponents, allowing only one goal in the past five games, and recording
their 10th shutout of the year.
“I think we have gotten it into our heads that we’re not
going to let anyone score,” said senior defender Leah
Beck. “We know we are going to get the shutout and we
all work together and work for each other.”
Junior Molly Drooger led Taylor with five shots, two of
them on goal. Johnson finished with three, and Roden
with two.
As the Trojans advance to the next round of the tour-

nament, Stan is proud of the play and attitudes of his
team.
“They are playing so well and playing together right
now,” Stan said. “We continue to have a problem almost
every day where an outside defender is either sick or
injured, so we are always having to replace them with
someone else, but there are no egos or selfishness with
any of our defenders.”
With the loss, Huntington finishes its season with a
school record of 12-6-1.
Taylor, now 13-4-1 on the year, turns its attention to
the Spring Arbor Cougars. The Trojans fell to the Cougars earlier this month 3-2 in overtime. Because Spring
Arbor holds the top seed in the tournament, Taylor will
travel there for tomorrow’s game.
“We are excited to be playing Spring Arbor again as
they are one of the top six teams in the country,” Stan
said. “To win, we are going to have to play hard and
smart for the entire 90 minutes. We also need to avoid
any mental errors so that we don’t give Spring Arbor a
goal. However, if we play our best, we can beat anyone.”

MEN’S SOCCER UPSETS GRACE IN 5-0
SHUTOUT

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(13-4-1, 5-3-1)
SCHEDULE
11/03 @ Spring Arbor 7 p.m. Crossroads League
Tournament Semifinals
11/10 Crossroads League Tournament Championship TBA

MEN’S BASKETBALL
(0-0, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
11/02 vs Shawnee State 6 p.m. (Rio Grande,
Ohio)
11/03 vs University of Rio Grande 4 p.m. (Rio
Grande, Ohio)
11/07 vs Indiana Tech 7 p.m.
11/10 @ Michigan-Dearborn 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
(0-0, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
11/02 vs Tennessee Wesleyan 8 p.m. (Indianapolis, Ind.)
11/03 vs Indiana Tech 3 p.m. (Indianapolis,
Ind.)
11/10 @ St. Mary-of-the-Woods 2 p.m.
11/16 vs Sterling 7 p.m. (Sterling, Kan.)

NICK VAN HEEST
SPORTS WRITER

The Taylor men’s soccer team has been firing on all cylinders lately, blowing by Grace 5-0 in the first round of the
Crossroads League Tournament last Saturday. Neither
team found the net in the first half, but the sixth-seeded
Trojans erupted for five unanswered goals after the break
to end third-seeded Grace’s season.
The Trojans opened the scoring just 17 seconds into
the second half after some neat combination play on
the outside left by sophomore midfielder Devin Moore
and sophomore forwards Danny Cawley and Tim Miller.
Moore broke free toward the end line and whipped in
a cross, which was headed home by un-guarded senior
forward Jordan Grant.
“We were able to knock one in early off of some really
good hustle,” said Head Coach Gary Ross. “(After we
scored) you could see their body language change a little
bit, and it gave us momentum going forward.”
Moore doubled Taylor’s lead in the 57th minute, connecting on a cross from sophomore forward Giovanny
Guthro. The ball came out toward the top of the box,
where Moore met it in stride and drilled it into the upper
left corner on the half volley.
It only took the Trojans three more minutes to make
the score 3-0, as junior defender Kevin Miller volleyed
Cawley’s inch-perfect cross into the upper 90.
“Danny made a great move to beat a defender and
played a perfect ball to the near post,” Kevin Miller said.
“All I had to do was redirect it into the corner.”
Three became four in the 70th minute as Guthro intercepted a pass, dribbled past a defender and slotted the
ball far post past the onrushing keeper.
Moore completed the scoring with his second of the
afternoon in the 80th minute, winning the ball in midfield
and continuing his run to knock in Cawley’s pass.
“These were as pretty goals as we’ve scored all year
long, all five were clinical,” Ross said. “A lot of it was hard

work, guys winning balls in midfield and continuing
runs.”
Taylor boasted an 11-2 advantage in shots on goal, as
the Trojan defense delivered their third shutout in the
previous four games.
“In preparation for Grace, we worked on dropping as
a unit on defense and also on clearing the ball out of the
back up to our forwards,” Kevin Miller said. “I think we
executed those two things very well, and it resulted not
only in a shutout, but it helped spark our attack.”
After a rough patch in the middle of the season where
the Trojans lost six of seven games, the team has now won
five of their last six.
“Our confidence is building as we’re getting healthier,”
Ross said. “(Sophomore forward) Tim Daniels came back
and played 40 quality minutes, and anytime you get an
All-American back after having been out seven games
is a fun boost. Even
when we were losing,
we didn’t turn on each
other or give up, but we
kept fighting.”
This Saturday, the
Tro ja n s w i l l trav e l
to Michigan to face
second-seeded Spring
Arbor in the Crossroads
League Tournament
semifinals.
“Defeating Spring
Arbor is going to take
the same work rate that
we have been producing the past five or six
games,” Kevin Miller
said. “If we can dictate

MEN’S & WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE
11/03 Crossroads League Championships 12
p.m. (Upland, Ind.)
11/17 NAIA National Championship 12 p.m.
(Vancouver, Wash.)

the pace of the game and make them adapt to our style
of play, I think the game is there for the taking.”
Ross shared Miller’s optimism.
“I think we have as good a chance as any team in the
tournament to get to nationals,” Ross said. “These guys
have the experience of getting there last year, and we’re
just gonna have to work really hard to get there again.”

Sophomore Danny Cawley takes a shot in a previous meeting against Spring Arbor on Oct. 2.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:

Devin Moore

Larry Fitzgerald,
Arizona WR
Larry-boy has two consecutive weak performances without a touchdown. The Cardinals’
next two opponents are Green Bay and Atlanta,
who are a combined 12-3 this season.
Kyle Rudolph,
Minnesota TE
Like his counterpart’s nose, Rudolph was redhot through Week 6. But snowy Minnesota has
cooled Rudolph, who had two catches for 17
yards the past two weeks. The other reindeer
didn’t laugh and call him names, but they might
start soon.

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

YEAR:

Sophomore

HOMETOWN:

West Chicago, IL

POSITION:

Midfield

NICKNAME:

DMoore

FAVORITE BIBLE
VERSE:

Joshua 1:9

FUNNIEST TEAMMATE

Joel Ritz

THEME SONG:

“Eye of the Tiger”
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